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ABSTRACT 

·The purpose of this study was to determine if the hospital- location 

.s i gni fi cantly influenced the regis ter.ed nurses• competency needs .. A. 

sample of 112 urban and 80 rural .nurses was selected by Nursing Directors 

in 23 Georgia hospitals. Data were collected by use of a 113 item 

. competency questionnaire adapted from Clayton'·s (1978) work in thi.s area .. · 

Findings suggest the urban o~ rural hospital setting significantly . 

influences the competencies used by the registered nurse. Other findings 

include the acceptance percentage for ea-ch competency by the urban or. 

rural nurse indicating thei~ perception of nee~ and demographic 

characteristics of the two nurse populations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Nu~sing in a small rural hospital could be described as unpre

dictable, challenging, and exciting. This nurse felt totally unprepared 

for the experiences she received in a small rural hospital in Texas six 

years ago.· It later became apparent that she was not the only person 

feeling unprepared. Student nurses from the local area, who trained in 

nearby urban areas ·would return to work during vacations as nurse 

technicians. A frequent comment made by them was 11 nursing is so different 

here~" Hhen the students were questioned as to how it was different, 

they could not be specific. ·They-viewed the nurse as having increased 
' 

responsibility, more patients to care for. Thesepatients were not 

divided according to condition, and the nurse seemed to-need so much more 

knowledge on general conditions. These responses became intensified· 

when coupled with the researcher's own urban to rural transitional 

experience. 

Several years later, \'Jhile practicing in a :Smaller rural hospital 

in Georgia, the subject again surfaced. This time it was triggered by 

a succession of registered nurses unsure and uncomfortable about the 
, 

situation in which they were now employed. Many only stayed through the 

orientation period before leaving _with a statement of "this kind of 

nursing is so different." 

. 1 . 
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A lot of time was spent tal~ing with these nurses from ·the larger 

. urban areas who had been put_ into this smal 1 rura 1 town by a change· in 

their husbands' jobs.- All expressed dismay at the lack-6f specialization, 

for they were 11 Cardiac nurses 11
, 

11 pediatric nurses 11 or 11 obstetr.ical nurses. 11
· 

To them, to be all of these in one eight hour day was overwhelming. 

They were also exasperated at the amount of family fnvol vement and 

disregard for visiting hours that seemed to interfere with their idea of 

nursing care. 

Dis cuss ions then turned to ·the subject of competencies. _ \~ere 

·the present day nurses being prepared to work in smaller rural hospitals? 

This was the· final impetus needed to pursue the subject further~ 

The idea of rural health.care is not new. For ,many-years a limited 

health care system existed in rural areas. Usua11y_urban health depart-···· 

ments delivered this care i'n the form of well baby c.li.nics, communicable 

disease control and sanitation enforcement. _The other significant type 

of. rura 1 he a 1 th ·care existed 1 n the ·services provided" by the family 

physician. He was located in the community, traveled long distances under 

adverse conditions to care for the sick and_ injure:d,, and was a member in

good standing in community activities. As urban tente-rs~ deve·loped many 

·of these physicians and others chose to settle wh~re· speGiali.ties were 

·available and a better financial basis existed. MIDB;p,ita:ls by. the early 

1900 • s were 1 ocated primarily in urban areas. Rura1ll hospi ta·l s were very 
, 

few in number. Those that existed were ru·n ei theif· .. m~)f .. religious, 

nonsectarian groups and/or local governments. 1 

1American Hospital Association,-Deliver .. ot"Hiealth in Rural 
America (Chicago: AmericanHospital 
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Not until the great depression. was much impact made to equalize· 

the imbalance of urban and rural hospital beds. In the early 1930's 

the Commonwealth Fund initiated a .program to help rural communities. build 

small general hospitals.2 However, those built un~er this fund were 

still few in number. Under the New Deal's Public Works Administration 

(PWA) and the Work Program Admi~istration (WPA), construction and improve~ 
. . . . - 3 

ments were made on hundreds of· urban and rural hospitals. 

The U.S. Public Health Services, in 1945,· published. the first survey 

of hospital bed supply in relation to population and need. This report 

.recogn.ized that the rural areas were .greatly underserved and much needed. 

to be done to .achieve rural and' urba·n equity in health care. 4 · In 1946 
. . . . 

the Hill Burton Act p~ovided grants to ·states to subsidize hospital · 

construction in areas of greatest need. Rural areas happened to.meet 

this criteria. Between 1946-1966 the ine-quity bet\<~ee;n urban ·and rural. 

hospital bed supply decreased. 5 

In· considering what constitutes an urb~n or rural area, it ·has been 
. . . 

impossible to find a universally accepted definition •.. Each agency, 
. . 

·department or discipline defines the-term to suit its own focus and needs . 

. Primarily,_ rural usually. refers to. ar~as· (cou~ties) located ·outside 
. .· . . 6. 

Standard Metropolitan Stati sti ca 1. Areas as defined !by the Census Bureau. · 

·2H. J. Southmayed and G. Smith, Small Community Hospitals (Ne\'1. 
··-York: Commonwealth Fund) 1944. 

3M1ltoni. Roemer, Rural Health Care ('Saint louis: The C.V.·-Mosby 
Company, 1976) : 8-13. · : · .. 

4Ibid .. 

5Ibid .. 
6sureau of the Census,- General Population Characteristics-in· 

Georgia, 1971, pp." ·Appendix 1--6.-
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These counties usually have ·more than half their poipulation living in. 

communities of 2, 500 or 1 ess. 8 - Other commonly used; terms are non-

metropolitian, farm, or agricultural areas. Charact:erfstics of these 

areas ·are 1 ow population density, open ·and undeveloped land ·and a prime 

reliance on agricultural type activiti_es for income .. · Normally, there is 

a noticeable shortage of physicians and healtb care persnnnel in these 

areas. Rural areas have a higher accident and occupational injury rate 

but fewer emergency services available.9 ·.About 17 percent or one out of 

·every six rural people have .an incorrie below poverty .. level. The 11.5 

percent figure for the popu-1 ati on above· the age of 6-5. i.s considered 

high. 10 

Urban areas .are usually considered _to b~ p la€.es· of· 2, 500 residents 

or more 1 ivi~g in _incorporat~d a_reas· of ·communit~ies<, towns o_r cities~ 11 

.A comb{nation·of county or a group_ of con.tinuous .munties which. contains 

at 1 east one. city of 50,000 persons or more constiittutes· a Standard 

Metropolitan· Stati sti ca 1. Area. 12 Georgi a has sev.en such areas. 

Characteristics of urban. areas include high popul:a:tli~on density .arid income 

generated from industry and services·_ to people. ·.:fue;: estimate is that 

only 10 percent of urba·n populations are on i·ncome; that are below • 

8oarlene Blackmon, .... Rural Health Care, 11 Al·a~a,. J·ournal of Medical.
·science 16:1 (1979): 6-66. 

9Edward D. Martin·, 11The· Federal Initiative rim Rural Health, 11 Public 
Health Reports _(July-August):292. ' 

10 Ibid. 

11sureau of the Census, General Population :Iltaracteristics in 
Georgia, Appendi~ 1-6. 

12 Ibid. 
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poverty leve1. 13 ·_ People over ~5 constitute about 9.3 percent of the urban.· 

population. Higher -popul ati_Qn density and more community generated· 

income increases available resources for the support health care. 

~or the purpose of this paper, urban and rural guidelines will be 

determined by population of communities and distance from larger medical 

centers. Rural is defined as a community of 10,000 or· less residents 

with at least 30 minutes driving time from the urban center.· Urban is 

an incorporated community of 35,000 or more residents. Recently a 

r~versal has b~en noted in population movement. The trend now appears 

to be from urban to rural areas. This is increasing the al·ready burdened 

·rural health care system. The number of rural physi~ian~ between 1970-75 

did not increase significantly to cover this shift. 14 Not only is there 

a shortage of physicians_, but nurses are not.available .. An article in 

the Florida Times Union-Jacksonville Journal~ November 1980, indicated a 

survey of six south Georgia hospitals showed.·most facilities needing· 

1-25 nurses. 15 In a·r~cent meeting of Georgia'.s First Congressional 

District, Dr. Wright also confirmed this need .. It was noted that this 

congressibnal. district has fewer physicians, dentist~ and registered 

nurses than any other rural area natio~ wide. 16 -

The need for nurses is not limited to the rural areas. Some. 

13Martin, 11 The Federal Initi.ative ·;n Rural Health ... 
14s1 ackmon, .; Rura 1 He a 1 th ·Care'. 11 

15 Ivelyn.Hilliard, 11 Needed: 100,000 Nurses to Fil_l Shortage, .. 
Florida. Times Uni on-Jacksonvi 11 e Journa 1 ( 30 November 1980) Sec. B, p. 1~2. · 

16~1ary Ann. Mue.ll er, .. Area Leaders Focus on Problem So 1 vi ng, .. The 
Coastal Courier (17_ March 1981):1. 
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'figures for the Americ.an ·Nurses -Associations• .National Sample Survey i-n 
. . . - - . 

1977 indicate that 1.4 million nurses held active registered nursing 
. . 

. licenses to practi_ce. 17 There were 978,234 emp~oyed as nurses; 31.8 

percent working· part time and 68 per~ent full time .. The predominate 

·area of employment was hospital nursing with ~01,011 nurses. 18 

Over 57 percent of a 11 employed nurses spent the majority of their 

time doing direct patierit care activiti-es. These activiti.es included· 

routirie administration of medications, 83.5 percent; sustaining and 

supporting patients during diagn_osis or therapy, 66.8 percent; and 65.5 

percent instructed patients in ma.nagement of .. a defined illness. 19 

Position titles of those involved in direct patient care included staff 

nurse, nurse practionet, cl·iriical nurse specialist, team leader, charge· 

nurse, head nurse and/ot as~istant head nurse. 20 

A description of the practice of nursing. in Georgia can be found in · 

a 1979 report compiled by the.State Center for Health Statistics. 21 ·This . 

. report is based on 1979 relicensure date from the Georgia State Board of 

·Nursing~ Nurses residing in Georgia. with current licenses to practice 
. 22 

number 23~383. From 1972-79 there were approximately 4.6 nurses.per 

17Evelyn Moses and Aleda Roth, 11 Nursepower_: :~\~hat do Statistics 
Reveal About the Nation·s· Nurses,"· American Journ~1 of Nursing · 

-(October 1979):1753. 
18Ibid., p. 1753. 

19Ibid .. 
20 Ibid. 

, . 

21stat~ Center for Health Statistics, Georgia Registered Nurses 1979 
·(Atlanta, Georgia: Georgia Department of Human ·Resources, 1980). 

2.2Ibi d. · 
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1,000 population which puts Georgia just within the ~ational average. 

Registered nurses ~orking full time constituted 65 percent of the work 

force. The most corrmon area of pr·actice was the hospital with the 

majority of registered nurses (12,714) holding staff positions. 24 Areas 

·of hospital practice included general practice 3,609, medical/Surgical 
25 . . 

units 1,939 and special care units (ICU-CCU) 2,300 nurses. Two-thirds 

ofthe registered nurses in Georgia practice in the county of r·esidence. 

·However, these figures were not distinguished as to urban or rural · 

areas.· 

As the predominate area of practice was hospitals,· it is -necessary 

.to examine some statistics and characteristics of urban and rural· 

hospitals. Acute care·hospitals in 1977 numbered 7,015. 26 ··of the· 

nation•s 941~844 hospital beds, 26 percent are in ~ur~l h6spitals ~hile 

74 percent were in urban/suburban type hospitals. 27 . 

The average urb~n hospital has 236 beds while rural- hospitals 

·average 84 beds. The usual length of stay in the urban hospital is 7.9 
. . . . 

days, rural hospital is 7.1 days. 28 Urban hospitals offer more special-

ized units such as neonatology. Rural hospjtal$· offer limited service, 

mainly in uncomplicated medical/surgical, pediitrics and obstetrical/ 

23 Ibi d.' p. 14. 

24 Ibid. 
25Ibid. , 

26American Hospital Association, Hospital Statistics (Chi·cago: 
American Hospital Association, 1979). 

27 Richard L •. Johnson, 11 Rur~ 1 Hospi ta 1 s Face Change for A Bri.ght 
Future,··· Hospitals, J.A.H.A. (16 January 1978):4-7. 

28 Ibid. 

.-'\ 
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gyncological cases. Although rural hospitals are small in number and 

. size they do offer a significant amount of health care. This is -

especially SQ far-those who_are not able to travel such distances to 

urban centers. 

General hospitals in Georgia number 150. 29 The Georgia Hospital 

Association does not designiate hospitals as- 'urban' or 'rural'. The_ 

only designati-on .used is 'smaller hospitals' of 100 beds or less. A 
. . 

spokeswoman at the.Atlanta office of the Georgia Hospital Association 

indicated that 60-65 percent of Gecirgia's hospitals fall into the.· 

category of 100 beds or 1 ess-. 30 She ·further indicated that t.he ·majority 
1

• 

of these smaller h6spitals were primarily located in rural areas. 

Rural hospitals, in this paper ~ill be defined as hospitals of 100 

beds or less, located in communities of 10,000 or less resid~nts. This 

hospital will be at least 30 minutes driving· distance from an urban 

center. ·urban hospitals are thus defined as ho~pitals of 200 bed~ or 

more in communities of 35,000 or more residents. 

·In order to provide a comprehensive· introduction i·t is now necessary 

to look at the location of most nursing schools. The primary location 

of registered nursing schools are urban centers ·and/or college-settings. 31 

.·Georgia is no exception to this. Of the 33 registered nurse programs 

in Georgia only four are located in communities of 10,000 or fewer 

29Georgia Hospital AssociatioA, Georgia Hospital Association· 
Yearbook 1979. -

30Interview with Betty Saxon·, Georgia Hospital Association, 
Atlanta: Georgia, March 1981. 

31Ruth Kr-an1er Pakieser, "A Rural Hospital Practicum," Nursing 
Outl~ok (April 1978):249.--
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. 32. 
residents. All but five of the programs are based in college 

settings. 33 This indicates that a large percentage of Georgia's 

regi~tered nursing schools afe located in urban areas and therefore the 

students are subjected for clinical experience to ho~pitals which 

separate the pat~ents according to specialized areas. 

Several schools of nursing have added a rural focus to their 

already existing -programs. One of these is located in Nebraska. The 

students spend, five weeks of _clinical experience in a 46 bed rural· 

hospital, 40 miles from the school of nursing. 34 These students have 

. been given a liluch_more ·personaliz_ed, ·community-relafed type of health 
35 . . . 

care experience. New York attempted to solve the problem by locating 
. . ' ' . ' 

a nursing school at a co 11 ege in a rura 1 setting upstate. 36 All cl i nica 1 ) 

experience is obtained in local area hospitals except for two semesters. 

Georgia has used t\'10 approaches to this need. One i-s.a satellite program 

in wtiich a large medical college brings its program-s: to smaller metro

politan areas while a need exist~ .. However these may not be true r·ural 

areas. 37 The other approach has been approval for a program to be rural 

nursing focused. This program's general purpose isi _to provide skill.ed 

32Nationa1 League for Nursing, State Approved! Schools of Nursing-
R.N. (New York: 1979)~11-14. 

33Ibid. 
34Pakieser, 11 A Rural Hospital ,Practicum;"- p .. 249. 

·3~Ibi d. 

36vtrginia Baker, 11 Baccalaureate Education iillll a Rural Setting,"
Nursing Outlook (May 1972):335. 

37" . . 
· Dorothy T. White and Anne S. Lee, .. A Bac.Oi\ll<aluteate Nurs i.ng 

·Program Satellite, .. Nur·sing Outlook (June. 1977):.~., 
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registered nurses who ~ii 11 be ab 1 e to handle the- specia 1 ci rtumstances 
. ' 38. 

of 60-150 bed hospitals in rural settings. . 

Nursing is currently engaged in the .process of identifying ~Jha·t 

skills are essential to the practi·ce. bf.nursing. 39 Competency is a ter~ . 

being used to describe. these nursing skills. These skilts. are_ usually 
. - . . 

stated in· behavioral terms .. · Competency _is defined as the- ability of the 

. nurse to apply in the. practice situation t~e essential principles and 

techniq~es of nursing and.to apply those concepts, skills and-~ttitudes 
' . 

n·ecessary to fulfill the nursfng role. regardless of position .of respon-

s i bi 1 i ty. 40 Therefo.re., competency statements can be U:sed as a basis for 

evaluating the skills needed to·practice nursing. 

A 1 i tera ture· search failed _to revea 1 any ·s tanda.rrdi zed competency 

·lists a_ccepted by all nursing organi.zations and educa.ti:onal. institutions 

for competency eva 1 ua ti on. . However, a 11 Defensible liist of Profession a 1 

Competencies Required for Regi ster~d Nurses 11 was fot~tmcl' in a 1978 

·.doctoral study. 41 . This study focused on having 720. )?egister.ed nurses 

and the faculities of· 20 nursing schools· in Georg-ia iidentify competencies 

needed for practice. Since this 69 item competency 11fst. has. already been 

38oale Lick, 11 Rura·l Nursing· Program to ·Fill -~~:a,••·. Liberty County· 
Herald (Hinesville, Georgia: .1 April 1980): Sec· A_, JID·• 4. 

39Ame.rican Nurses Association, Ent'r Into Nul"$iim. ·Practice: 
Proceedings :of the National Health Conference. Kan:sr:as; Ci.ty, Missouri:. 
13 February 1978) . 

40Nat ion a 1 League for Nursing, Ro 1 e and .Co'rnp:ettre.nci es of Graduates 
of Diploma Programs in Nursing (New York: 1978) .. 

. . . . . . -

41Glori aM. Clayton, 11-Identi ficati on of Profe;s;tonal Competencies 
Required of Registered Nurse~ 11 . ·(Ed~ D. Thesis, Uni~s·Jty of South. 
Carolin~, 1978) .. · · · · · 
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accepted by a large number of Georgia nurses and nurse faculties it 
) 

can now be used--to determin~ if an urban or rural hospital setting 

changes the view 6f competencies needed for practice. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The previous ~iscuss~on stimulated the design·of the present study 

to determine if, indeed, a difference exists in the competency needs of 

the rural versus urban hos~ital registered nurse. In order to determine 

any -difference the following qu-estions ·were formulated: 

·1. What competencies are identifi'ed as needed by the practicing 
regi steted nurses in rural hospita~s? · 

2. What competencies are identified as needed by the practicing 
registered nurses· in urban hsopitals?. 

3~ What similarities and/or differences exist between the two 
lists of competencies?. 

·.PURPOSE OF THE STUDY-

-.The purpose of-this study is to determine if practicing urban_ and 

rural register~d nurses identify differences in prof_essional competencies 

. needed for their hospital settings~ 

NEED FOR STUDY 

Nursing is a profession. that is.striving to.identify its .own body 

of knowledge~ Nursing has als6·been described as a practice 

di~cipl ine. Since thre~ basic programs still .exi-st. for· the preparation 

of registered nurses, the question of· competencies needed to practice is· 
. , 

a valid o·n·e .. Although the National League of Nu,rsing has listed entry 

. level competencies for Associate degree and diploma graduates,. a nationally' 
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accepted list has not been developed. 42 ,43 Competency-based education 

programs have also listed terminal competency statements for graduates 

of their programs, but again no nationally accepted list is available~ 

The American Nurses Association•s National Conference on Entry into 

Nursing Practice in February 1978 recommended a national list of compe~ 

tencies be compiled for the various levels of nursing .practice by 1980. 44 

State nurses associations have been working on this but to date no 

national l"ist is accepted. 

As entry level requirements are proposed and discussed, many nurses 

will find themselves asking what effects the changes will have on the 

number and kinds of nurses needed. 45 Roles and specialities in DUrsing 

are expanding and evo 1 vi ng. Educators sti 11 see di,fferences in the three 

basic programs of nursing education but licensure and legal responsi-

. bilities are the same for each group. 46 For hospitals to formulate 

staffing patterns and job descriptions that are signifi-cantly different 

f h d t . t t. 1 ff . 4 7 ' 48 Th. . or eac gra ua e 1s no prac 1ca or cost e ect1ve. 1s 1s 

42National League for Nursing. Competencies of the Associate 
Degree Nurse on Entry into Practice (New York: Natiional League for Nurses 
Publication Number 23-1731, 1978). 

--·· 
43National League for Nursing. Role and CoJ:IJ~lH~:tencies of Graduates 

·of Diploma Programs in .Nursing. 
44American Nurses Association. Entry into }~wt·rsing Practice: 

Proceedings of the National Health Conference, p. 78. 

45Patricia Allen, 11 Education Changes Affect Hre~lth Manpower, .. 
AORN J'ournal 29:1 (January 1979) :43-'47 

46Doris England, 11 Competencies Required in·a-Sp;ecialized Setting, .. 
Develo ment of Com etencies in Associate De ree. Nursiin (New York: 
National League for Nursing. 1978 :1-5. · 

47 Ibid. 
48Farley J. Howell, 11 Employees Evaluation of·fU.ew Graduates, .. 
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especially true in smaller hospitals where_only a few registered nurses· 
. 49 

are employed. In 1966 a study was done to determine if a difference 

existed between technical and professional competence in· practice .. It 

was found that no differentiation in expectations was e~ident in job 

classifications,_ nursing assig~ments, evaluation of performance and 

·the 1 ike. 50 

Atterition is now focusing on what, if any~specialized training 

should be given to nursing students. -It has been predicted that hospitals 

in the future will .cbnsist almost· entirely of_ intensive special care 

units rather than the heterogeneous car~ system of the present. 51 This 

is necessary to ensure an appropriate labor. supply. · Right now, -as· 

. indicated in the introduction, rural areas are experiencing a severe 
" . 

. shortage of nurses. The introduction a 1$0 noted some c.o 11 ege based 

programs are beginning to offer a smaller at rural hospital component, 

·but we do not know if the same competencies are ~ee~ed for- both settings.· 

Since hospitals nursing was identified as the pri.me area of 

employment for the majority of working nurses, a·ppraisal· of needed 
. . . ,. . . . ·. 

nursing competencies in this setting is impe~ative .. Most methods appraise 

these needed competencies are neither valid nor ·effective. ·One way to 

val_idate the need 6f .competencies is thrciugh coltective opinion and 

Nursing Outlook (July 1978):450. 
49 Ibid. 

. 50oorothy E. Johnson, 11 Competency in Practi:ce:· Techni ca 1 and 
Professional~ .. Nursing Outlook (October 1966):30. 

51 ' ' . . 
Barbara Schutt, 11 Sorting Things Out 11

·· edictorial American JournaT 
of Nursing_ (August 1970):1673. · 

.· 
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expert concens us. Once this cons ens us has been reached then· is the t i n1e 

to evaluate the relevancy of need o"f these competencies to the contemporary 

tt . 52 se 1 ng. 

The first method of validation has been performed by Clayton when 

the Defensible· List of Professional Competencies Required of Register.ed 

Nurses was constructed. 53 The second criteria suggested by Cyrus can 

now be met by subjecting this list for relevancy to the· ~rban and rural 

hospital settings. At a later date this list could be compared to 

terminal competency behavior lists of schools of nursing to determine if 

the needed competencies were spoken to. If the list are compatable then 

the nurses have been prepared to meet the hospital job expectations.· If 

the lists are not compatable then this would have a marked implication 

for nursing educators in tailoring programs for relevance. This also 

will serve to validate_what competencies are needed for current practice 

and if the setting greatly influences the· nurses competency needs. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Certain assumptions are deemed necessary to meet the needs -of this 

study in identifying differences in competencies between practicing urban 

·and rural registered nurses. It ·is assumed that all participants will 

answer the questions honestly, fully and to the best of their ability. 

Secondly, registered nurses answering the questionnaire, selected by 
, 

the director of nursing, will meet the basic requirements of current 

52Thomas E. Cyrus, 11 Cornering Competence, 11 Journal of Practical 
Nursing (,January 1977):35. 

53Gloria M. Clayton, 11 Identification of Professional Competencies 
Required of Registered Nurses. 11 p. 77. 
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licensure and employment. Finally it is assumed that perfrirmance 

standards are true indicators of competence needed for practice. 

HYPOTHESIS 

-
A significant difference exists in the profe~sional competencies 

n·eeded by the reg-! stered nurses practicing . in rura 1 versus urban hospi ta 1 

sett·i ngs. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

For the purpose of this study the following terms will be considered 

to have· the following meanings: 

Competency 

Practicing Registered· 
Nurse 

Rural Hospital 

cognitive and/or psychomotor skills 
derived from a specific nursing role 
or setting. Competencies will be 

. stated in broad behavioral terms and· 
will show the application in the 

·practice situation of essential: 
principles and techniques of nursing~ 

a person licensed by the State Board 
of Nursing in tt)_e State of Georgia to. 

. . 

practice professiorial nursing skills.· 
They wi_ll be currently· employed in 

·the practice of hospital nursing. This 
. group will include diploma, associate 
ftnd ~accalaureate degree prepared nurses. 

a general acut~ care institution of 
100 beds or less, located in a 

.community of 10,000 or less residents. 
The hospital will. be at least 30 miles 
from an urban center hospital. 



1. 

~6 

Urban Hospital a general acute care institution of 
200 beds or more located in an 
incorporated community of 35,000 or. 
more residents. 

LIMITATIONS 

This study wi 11 be confined to a relatively small sample of 

practicing nurses in general urban and rural hospitals in Georgia; 

therefore, the results may be limited if applied to other geo

graphic areas or speciality type hospitals. 

2. The competencies considered will be limited to those identified by 

practicing registered nurses. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

This investigation was conducted to determine if a different set 

of competencies were needed for the nurse to practice in urban versus rural 

hospitals. At ~he first National Conference on Nursing Leadership i~ 

Rural Health, held in Michigan, in April of 1979, the following rural 

health problems ·were identified: (1) insufficient health manpower to 

meet the needs of the rural population, (2) complex health probJems with 

the lack of access to· primar.y care, and (3) absent or inadequate hospital 

facilities. 54 ·Rural health needs were considered to be different, 

since the characteristics of the rural population is_ different. There-

fore ·urban oriented he a 1 th programs were considered as not meeting the 

needs of the rural area. The following chapter will review selected 

literature pertinent-to: nursing in rural and urban hospitals; nursing 

education related to rural areas; continuing education needs of rural 

nurses; and competency. 

Rural and Urban Hospitals 

Rural hospitals are considered as a primary health care provider 
, 

even though they operate on low volume and offer :on"ly essential 

54sister Rose Therese Bahr and Lucille Gress, mFirst National 
Conference on Nursing Leadership i~ Rural Health~~~ iKansas Nurse 
(August 1979):5-6. 

17 
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··services. 55 Accordin~ to Young_ three sources of_ legal pr6bl~ms exist· 

for the rural hospitals: (1) the scar~ity·of physicians and pharmists· 

thereby increases the nurse's rfsk taking; {2·) the -introduction of a 
. . -

. - . 

variety of personnel to: supplement nursing ~1hich increases the nurse' .. s 
. . ' 

supervisory role; and (3) the use of ;person~el to extend the services · 

f th h . . h h . . . t t d t. t. 56 o e p ys1c1an, _sue as p ys1c1an ass1s an s an nurse prac 1 1oners. 

_Rural hospitals are also considered to .be lacking in both specialized 

treatment services. and diagnosttt capabilities. Not only-are .X-ray and 

laboratory capabilities ltmited b.ut the people to work in them are scarce·. 

One reason given by Friedman .for the lack of full-time personnel to_ 
.. . 57 

staff these- departments is· the low hospi ta 1 occupancy rates. . Some-

times to compensate for this, a technician ~Jill he trained to work two 

departments, thus_,filling one_ full time position. 
. J. 

_Characteristics of rural-hospitals, described by Johnson, leads one 

to suspect a ·difference exists in needed nursing -~.competencies. Rural· 

hospitals are described as belonging to the community .. Hospital 

employees are- stable members of thatcommunity. ·Tney are friends and 

neighbors of the i 11 ·as we 11 as residents of the· :s:ame genera 1 -a rea. 

~1ost hospitals are· the economic mainstay of that :c:o.mmrunity. The fact that 

leads residents, a consistent pppulation to ,like t~t1le hospital, its' 

55Donald C. We-gmiller, "Multi-Institutional i.P.tacts Offer Rural 
Hospitals Do or Die Options," Hospitals J.A.H.A.· .5;2-{16 January-.1978) :51. , 

56Fannie Belle Young, 11 Rural Nursing Practice a1n:d Questions of 
Legality,"- Nursing Clinics of North America 9:3 (Se!JD1t'ember 1974):542. 

57 Emily Friedman, "Less is More in Rura 1 Hospiita 1 Staffing," 
Hospitals (1 November_ 1979):115. 



physicians and personnel. Countinuing on, Johnson indicates, for this 

reason hospital change is difficult because- these same residents feel · 
. . 

they should not be forced to keep up with, the ·rest of the health care. 

industry. 58 

.Rural physJcians were found t6 be listed primarily as general 

practitioners. The few specialities represented were pediatrics, 

surgery and obstetrics. Most physicians • ·employment 1 asts two to -three 

decades. They frequently serve as an active member of the community, 

as well as father images to many patients.s-9,60 ,61 

The nurse in the rural hospitals, as· identifi~d by Mears needs to 

be a g~neralist possessing an exterisive background in assessment skills 

as well as special technical.skills. 62 - Ross confirmed these were· 
. . 

necessary areas of competence that will provide care for·a broad spectrum 

of problems within the hospita1. 63 . Th~ ~ural nurs~in one da~may be 

required tb care for _a fresh post ope~ative patient; monitor medical 

and cardiac patients; assist mat~rnity patients in 1a:bor, delivery or. 

58Richard L. Johnson, 11 Rural Hospitals Face tthJang:e for Future, 11 p. 
47. 

59 . . 
· Blackmon, 11 Rural Health Care~ .. pp. 60-63. 

60 Roemer, Rural Health Care. 
61Amos P. -Bartrude, 11 Who Cares About Rural 11sllth? 11 North~tJest 

M~dical Journal (August 1974):12-13. 
62Ma ry ~1ea rs, "New G ra du ate s { n Sma 11 Ru r<il .lllliDs:pita 1 , " Deve 1 opmen t 

of Com etencies in Associate De ree- Pro· ram_ (New Yr:mri::· National League 
for Nursing 1978 :6-8. · 

63wayne R. Ross, 11The Demands on Nursing in,~· fR®:ral Hospital s·etting ,. .. 
Nursin Service A S ecialit : A Rural and Urban Hoss; iital (New York: · 
National League for Nursing 1979 ~21. 
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post partum; as well as care for the trauma patient in the emergency 

room. 64 .According to Shanker and Quiring, the most frequently occuring 

medical .disorders in rural hospitals_ are: (1) medical/surgical, (2)_ 

cardiova~cul~r, (3) obstetri~al, {4) geriatrics, and (5) emergencies. and 
·65 trauma. 

The follovling summary of areas of nursing differences evolved from 

·.the observations of Pakieser, Fahey, Young, ·King and Nicoll. 66 , 67 , 68 ,69 ,70 ' 

1. Makes frequent area responsibility deci.sions. 
2.. Utilizes much risk taking.· . 
3. ·Exhibits great independence. 
4. Riddled with problem solving situations.· 
5. Uses "primary met"hods 11 of dispensing drugs, i.e., multidose, 

generic labeled vials. 
6. Uses only verbal end of shift reports. 
7. Lacks equipment a~ I.V. pumps, piped room 02 or suction. 
8.. Cares for 20 to 45 patients with only aides and/or one. LPN.· 
.9. Supervises· numerous aides,. LPN's and ancillary staff. 
10. Hospital trouble shooter i.e., me6hanic, traffic controller, 

liason with law enforcement, media representative. -
11. Cares for· a full life span of patients on one. unit (birth to 

geriatrics.) . 

. 64 
. Ibid., p. 26. 
65 . . 

· Dorothy Shankar, and Julia Quiri.ng, "Ch(lr:acteristics of Nursing 
in Rural Settings," Kansas Nurse (April 1980):4~ 

66Pakieser, "A Rural Hosp.ital Practicum," :P:· 249. 
67Phyllis L. Fahey, "A Small-town Nurse ·is ·Still A· Nurse. and a 

Lot More," RN (May 1978):60-61. 
68voung, "Rural-Nursing Practice and Questions of Legality ... 

· 69Josephi.ne C. King, "~ursing in a Small Town," Journal of 
Practical Nursing (March 1978)~31;38.· 

70 .· . Lesl1e H. Nicoll,· "Primary Nursing in Runal Mai.ne·- An lndepen-
·.dent Experience," Imprint (April 1978):60-61;79. 
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Speaking as a Rural Family Nurse Practiti,oner,_ Cummings se.es the · · 

rural nurse as caring for the whole family including several generations.-71 

The rural person usually will not ~eek medical care until the condition 

interferes with his way of life. The rural hospital nurse is more 

personally i nvo 1 ved with. the entire family, both in. and outs ide of the 

hospital. Ross attributes this unique· relationship to the nurses prior 

knowledge of t-he -patient, his family and their problems·. ·As a result~ 

a general informality exists in the rural h~spital environment.72 -It is 

felt that the nurse/famil_ies closeness -will _only occur in long term and 
- . 

special care type units within the urban hospital. -

The ·best summary of nursing in a rural h·ospit~l was provided by 

Pakieser. ·Rural nurse~_- were described as providing care to patients 

that required: ( 1) the use of a ·wide range of knowl~dge that is .limited 

. ·_in depth, (2) working_ in. fewer· numbers,- possibly only one pershift,· (3). 

flexibility to work in the varyi~g departments determined by that days 

needs, and (4) adeptness in priority setting- and dec-ision maki-n9. 73 · · 

If this role was transposed into an urban· hospital the title would be'a 

clinical specialist. 74 ,75 · 

On the other hand, the nurse in the 1 arge·. urban hospi·ta 1 practices · 

_team or primary nursing and· generally has only one ty-pe of condition to 

71oana Cummings, :11 What a Rural FNP Needs to J~9.cr>.w~'; 11 American Journal 
nf Nursing (August 1978):1333. 

72Ross, ;,The Demands on Nursing_ in Rura 1 Hosp,ii'fta;l, 11 pp.· 26-17 ~ 
73Pakieser, 11 A Rural Hospital Practicum," p. 250~251. 

- 74 . - . . 
. - Young, •iRural Nursing Practi"ce and Questioms;· 0f Legality.".·-

75 . Fahey, -~'Small-town Nurse is Still a Nurse a~rndi a Lot More, 11 

p. 61. 
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care for. This is due to the fact that most urban hospitals have 

patients divided according to conditions, or ages. Examples of the 

divisions are medical, surgical, orthopedic, pediatric and maternity 

type units. Urban hospitals also include many speciality areas: i.e., 

oncology; intensive care (ICU);·coronary care units,. (CCU); and 

neonatology. Personnel are employed full time on ·each shift to cover the 
76 emergency room_, ·1 a bora tory and X- ray. 

Functions of the urban nurse· as described by Haber .and also Pilett . 

are: problem solver; decisi~n make~; restorer; health maintainer; 

discharge planner and special care person. i.e., cardiac, surgical~ 

medical rehabilitative. 77 ' 78 ·The_. urban professional nurse -_is usually 

responsible for care to a selected group of patients numbering one to ten. 

This nurse has other nurses, in house physicians and house supervisors tb 

consult with when dealing with complicated problems. Due to the types of 

patients this nurse cares for, an _indepth knowledg;e: of .the. condition _is 
. . . 

needed. Besides being a select group of patients,, they often have com-

plicated prob 1 ems because the rura 1 hbspi ta.l s ha·:ve itrans fered these to 
79 . 

the urban centers .. 

Pillet: confirms that specialization and -siib~pe:cialization · 

. decreases the task and narrows the scope of -responsi!hi·l ity for the entire 

76Martha E. Haber, 11 Structuring a Hospital :Nursi!ng .Service in an 
Urban Hospital, .. Nursing Service a.Speci·-ality, -.A CRuri!l1 and an Urban 
Hospital (New York: National League- for N!,Arsing, J919l:31. 

77 ' . 
Ibid., p. 32 . 

78Patricia Chehy Pi lett, 11 Caution, Objecti;v-i.tr a,nd Specialization 
May be Hazardous to Your. Humanity, 11 American Jouirna\1 m:f Nursing 
_(September 1980):1588. 

79 Ibid. 
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patient. 80 ·Many hospit~l~ ha~e gone beyond-critical care specialization· 

and now have created speciality· roles .for the nurse. .These ·nurse roles 

include -chemotherapist, I.V .. therapist, patient educator, oncology, 

infection coritrol and diabetic teacher, etc. 

Urban hospitals attract a high percentage of the BSN nurses. One 

reason 9ivenby Benner and Kramer is that the special care untts provided 

. the ·atmosphere where these nurses can practi"ce the type of nursing taught 

in sch~ol ~ 81 . These special care units are staffed primarily by :registered 

nurses and have a patient ratio of at least one to ··one to two or three .. · 

Their orientation has a highly technical focus and consists of frequent 

multiple monitoring tasks. Interviews with special care nurses indicate 

that they feel this is an ideal place t_o work, for it allows independent· 
. - ··.: 82" . .. 

behavi~rs without the pressure~ of gene~al_ practice. It was.also.noted-

that urbari nurses i den.ti fy themselves as_ medica 1 nurses, surgi ca 1 nurses,. 
. . . . ; . . ' . . 

~tc., and it give~ them a sense .o~ pr~sttg~e for tin~ area of expertise.· 

When Directors of Nursing wer~ questioned as·to the. type of employee 

needed, tho~e from hospitals of 100 beds or less-indicated that the nurse 

must be able to assume many diffe~ent floor duties without.~ri~nt~tinn 

and guidance. · Not only that, bu~ the nurse must be proficient _in 

technical skills since there is seldom ins.ervice trai-ning or supervisory 

. BO I b i d . , p . l589 . · 

-'81Patri cia Be~ner and Marlene, Karmer, 11 Role. Concepts and 
Integrative Role Behavior of Nurses 'in Special Citlr~ ·and Regular Units. 11 

· 

Nursing ·Research 22:1 (January/February 1972)·:20-2:1~ 

82 . -
_ Ibid. , p :· 23. 
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personnel to assist with i~creasing.the leve1~ 83 Urban hosp~tals, ~ith 

_·their sophisticated heirachical struc~ure of personnel and specialization, 

are more-selective in placement and recruitment of n~rses that are 

proficient 1n specific areas. Rural nurses may be hired because they are 
. .· 84 

available and possess .a license regar~less of area of expertise .. 

When Idah-o considered the controversial issue of entry into 

practice, decisions were greatly influenced by the -rural nature of the. 

state. · The majority of hospitals in Idaho are twenty beds. Because· the 
- ' ' 

nurse fun~tions throughout the hospital and frequently without· immediate 

access to medical collaboration, Zung6lo believes a more diversified 

. educational training is needed. 85 Nurses have been trained for the most 

part in urban centers and have received experience in •special care~ 

areas. ~Training fa~ specific~ in spetial care units such as ICU and CCU, . 
. . . . 

is augmented_by the urban hospital education department for· new graduates• · · 

Literature has revealed both hospital and nurse differences related 

to the urban/rural setting. Hospital differerices identified included 

that (1) the size of the facility altered what it could offer; (2) _the 

·type of personnel available to provide patient care. varied; .(3) speciality 

services we~e dependent on size arid staff; and· t41 the extent o~ diagnostic 

. and/or· therapeutic services was altered·. - Other differences· 1 iterature 

documented included the roles and functions of the professional nurse in 

urban/rural settings. 

83 . Farley J. Howell, 11 Employer as Evaluators of New Graduates, .. 
Nursing Outlook (July 1978):448~451;. · 

~ . . . . 

84voung,. "R~ral Nursing Practice and .Questions of Legality ... · 

-85Eileen H. Zungolo,- 11 Rural. Practice Setting Influences Idaho
Proposal .... AORN Journal 29:1 (January 1979) :59-63.· 
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·Nursing Education Related to Rural Ar~as 

. . . . . . . . 
. . . ' . 

Several schools of nursing have included a rural pract~cum in the 

registered nursing_ program. It has now been recognized that not a,ll 

hospitals ·are located in urban areas and that not all nurses are going.· 
·•.· 

·to practice in Orban areas. There were/are distance-and fi·nancial con-
. ' . . . 

straints on prospective· nursing students: in rural areas. that prOhibited 
- . 

them from atiending the urban programs. 

In 1967, the faculty· at Alfred University in upstate_ New york -voted 

to establish a nursing ·school in the rural area, utilizing local colleges 

.and hospital facilities. All clinical experience would. be obtained in 

the local area, except for two semesters spent· in a: large • urban.· hospital. 

The·i r two basic assumptions were: that raci a 1 and economic differences 

·.existed between urban and rural area.s; and that health -.facilities in urban 

.. areas· tended to be more highly specialized·. 86 Th~ goal of thi-s program 

. was to increase.the quality a·nd dis-tribution ofm.vrse·s:·in upstate New 

York.· 

. The faculty anci students divi.sion at Alfred;·:unilversity .identified 

certain aspects ·of care unique to rural areas.. These: areas included the 

- 1 ack of highly speci a 1 i zed and .d~partmenta l health Qre in rura 1 hospi ta 1 s .. 
Urban hospitals· frequently were seen as more impers:mtmatl .. Rural· 

- . . -

physicians generally treated severa 1 · gerierat ions of tr.llte. same . family._ 

Fragmentation of care was not a~ pr~valen~: in .. rur:al ontreas and less

specialization was seen in- both medical and paramed·ncr.a;l areas. The 
,-

student could exp~rience. the concept of total pati~em11:-care with an _ 

86sarker. "Baccalaureate Education in Rura:] ~ttt:fng, .... p. 335. 
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increased opportunity to study the family as a unit. Families• separation 

was less at and during time of illness. Due to the lack of house staff, 

interns, and externs, a greater responsibility was placed on the nurse 

for observation and evaluation of patient response to the therapeutic 

regime. Another unique asset identified was the.willingness of family to 

participate in the health care plan because they were neighbors of the 

nurse and health team members. 87 

Bethel College, Kansas, is located in a rural area and has many 

students from rural communities. The Nursing.Department elected to develop 

a rural nursing component. In order to obtain the answers to the questions 

of what constituted rural nursing and the difference in nursing in this 

setting one hundred eighteen hospitals were asked to rank in order: 17 

nursing skills, list the type of patients, and define differences in the 

care setting. 88 This information would then be used to plan their 

nursing program component. It was evident from the results, that rural 

nursing was highly complex and a broad base of content was needed in order 

to meet the care needs. Since the nurse in the rural setting often 

worked alone, without other colleagues for consultation; judgment and 

decision making skills would be focused on. 89 

In Nebraska, third year nursing students were given a five week 

practicum in a rural hospital, twenty minutes west of Omaha and forty 

miles from the medical center where the school tif ·nursing was located. 

87oorothy Shanker and Julia Quiring, "Char-acteristics of Nursing 
in Rural Settings," pp. 4-6. 

88 Ibid., p. 5-6. 
89p k. . ''A R 1 H . t 1 p t. II 250 251 a 1eser, - ura. osp1 a rae 1cum, p. - . 
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The school had reco.gnized that not all hospitals we.re in the urban area 

and that many of their graduates would practice in these rural ·areas. 

The· faculty's goa 1 with this experience ~tJas to pro vi de a niore pers·ona li zed 

. community-related type of health care experience for the student. They· 
I 

felt that urban· hospitals were often "impersonal, illness-oriented" and 

offered 11 packaged care ... 90 

This experience proved very valuable tb both students and faculty. 

Students were able to apply previously learned nursing skills in a 

variety of health care settings as well as to'·compare and contrast nursing 

role models .. The students also found it necessary to develop initiative 

in assuming responsibility for their·own learning. This experience 

influenced some of the students choice of jobs·after graduation. 

Another type of rural nursing educational program offered,was by 

training the health care workers at the local hospitals .. The ''National 

Advancement Program" was.design~d to demonstrate that health care· 

personnel in rural areas· could be trained and pr,~p:ared in a hospital

based, as opposed to ~ campus;,.based, program .for ·RN licensure. 91 A 

four year college which offered a ·two year associa;:te degree agreed to 

· extend its program to the rural community. Th.os·e.·.~~ho attended the 
. ' 

· program.would not have been able.to do so if it:had necessitated them to 

leave the community. This program spoke to the need of suppiying qualjty 

90 . 
Ibid., p. ~51. 

, 

91Ralph B. Smith, "Innovative Program Keeps Them 'Down on the Farm,' .. 
Hospitals JAHA (16 March 1979):131. 

92Archfe G. Lugenbeel, "Rural-trained Technicians Stay Rural," 
Hospitals (1 September 1980):74-75. · · 
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hea.l th care workers in rura 1 areas. · The Schoo 1 of Techno 1 ogy in Southern 

Illinois has ·also found that providing training for personnel in the rura1 

area increases the retention and supply of health care personnel in that . 

area. 92 

During s_umner 1970, the Lakes Area Regional Medical Program. in 

west~r~ New Yor~ placed-students f~r nine· weeks with ~receptors. 93 . The 

. program was designed to explore new ways to solve health care personnel 

shortages. This program was community health oriented and offered little 

_new insight ~nto urban/rural hospital differences.- Again, the amount of 
. . 

community recognition and befriending of the· health care worker was 

stressed as a· rura 1 /urban difference. 

Georgia has created two alternatives in providing training for. 

· professional nursing personnel for the· rural areas. As stated in .the 
. . . 

. . ' 

introduction Georgia's nurse to.popolation- ratio was well below the 

nationa·l average in 1974. More than half of empl~yed nurses. were 1 ocated · 

in -four metropolitan ·counties which represented le-ss than three-teDths 

of the state's·population. Concentrating educational progr~ms in on~ area 

·did not do· much to encourage the redistribution. of nursing ~o underserved 

areas. One way to influence choice of professional: practice site is to 

expose students to these opportunities.· The Medic~l ·college of Georgia 

developed a satellite baccalaureate of nursing program. 94 ._This program 

was riot developed out of a retognized differen~e·i~.practice needs but out 
, 

of attempt to increase the manpower in the area. lfue faculty found-it 

93Robert Dyment, "Nursin_g Students Enjoy Rura~ll Extern Program," 
·Bedside Nursing (Augu~t 1972):10-12. · 

94oor6thy T. Hhite and ·Anne S. Lee, "A Baccalla~ureate Nurs·ing 
Program Satellite," p .. 394. 

' . 
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-could integrate specialty areas into every course by usingthe local 

hospital facilities-without sacrifici.tig the qual-ity of the program. 
. . . 

The,other nursing program d~veloped in Georgia consisted of a total. 

· focus on rura 1 he a 1 th. Its purpose was to prepare qua 1 i-ty nurses \aJi 11 i ng · 

and able to practice in the small rural hospital setting. 95 It was the 

general feeling that these nurses would be prepared as generalists 

_having skills available to them for use in a wide variety of situations. 
. . . . '. 

It was found necessary to include one summer quarter of experience in a 

large urban center to concentrate .on speciality areas. not available in 

the smaller hospital. Other courses demonstrating the rural focus 

included-rural so~iology, rural .anthropology and transcultural nursing.· 

According to the Chairman of the Department .of Rural Health Nursing, 

·clinical experiences_would b~ constructed to emphasize decision making 

for use in situations when no other licensed personnel were a~a:ilable. 96 

Others experiences focused on creativity when ~ncountering the lack of 

occupational, ·physical, and respiratory services.· 

• In 1975 eight demonstration. projects were conducted through the 

National Health Counsel's-Manpo'wer Distriqution Project. 97 These 
. . ' 

were designsd to encourage health service~ studentsrto enter areas of. 

greater need. Twenty nursing-students in Georgia were exposed to the rural 

~rid small town hospital practice experience. The:advanta~e of rural 

nursing as identified by the students were the ability of the nurse to 

95Lick. 11 Ru·l .. ~l Nursing Program ·to Fill the Needs. n Sec A., p-.. 4 .. · 

. . 96 rnterview with Em Ql ivia Bevis·, Chairman, Department o{ Rural 
Health Nursing, ~eorgia Southern College, Statesboro, Georgia, 
5. February 1981. · · 

. 97Ann R. Warner, 11 0n Their Own; Nursing Students Participate in 
Demonstration Projects in Inner City,. Rural Areas~": Imprint· 
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function with greater independ~nce. · Stud~nts also saw the nurse as 
. . 

obtaining a broader set of experiences. This project not only recruited 

nurses for rural practice, but also provided. an educational program on 

the facets of rural nursing. 

Russell Sage College of New York offered a six weeks off campus 

clinical experience in a 24 bed rural hospital in r~ain. 98 The faculty 

fe 1 t s i nee a 11 the s tudents1 experience had been ·in the· u·rban s'ett i ng 

this w~ul d be· an excellent 1 earning opportunity. The students found and 

· . were encouraged by the. fact they were. ab 1 e to synth.es i ze four years .of 

knowledge and bring it all together in one setting. 

This section of the literature review .has indicated that some 

institutions have felt a need to· develop programs that focus on nur~ing 

in rural areas. Others have found the need to incltlde rural components 

thereby providing ~ducational bpportunities and stimulating interest in 

future-rural employment. 

Ccintinuing Education Needs Of R~ral Nurses 

Today's pressure to improve the quality ·and quantity of care has· 

increased the stress on hospitals to ·provide continuing education for 

its emp 1 oyees. Yet, given the d.i ff.erences between urban and ru-ra 1 

hospitals, according to Koenig and Dachelet, it is not realistic to 

merely transplant urban inservice programs into the rural setting. 99 

(December 1975):38-39. 

· 98Nicoll, 11 Primary Nursing in Rural Maine-An I1mdependent Experience." 

·. 99Terri Koenig and Christy Z. Dachelet, 11 Meeti:ng the ·Challenge of 
Inservi ce Educat.i on in Rura 1 ~1i nnesota, .. Journa 1 o·f' (Continuing· Education 

· :·i;i,n :Nursing J 1 :.S·:"·{September /October 1980) : 20-24 .· 
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Providing continuing and inservice educatioh in an urban hospital has n6t 

been a problem because they often have at least one person, and/or an 

entire department d~voted to this task.·. These urban programs are 

. designed to meet the needs and. hours of the specialized staff. Funding . 
. . 

for the department as well as outside workshops are included in the 

hospital budget .. Besides scheduled educational programs, _much ·sharing 

between colleagues occurs. 

On the other hand rural hospitals are so small, educational 

opportunities are limited. If the hospital is fortunate enough to have 
. . 

an inservice educator~ other responsibilities go with it, ·like orien-

tation and infection control. Rural educators also find it difficult 

to remain· professionally current due to· the high cost of programs, 

1 k f "1 bl d t t 1 d. t . 1 . d lOO N t . ac o ava 1 a e cover~ge an . grea ·rave 1 s ances 1 nvo ve .. . o 

orily th~ leaders, but the nurses iri rural hospitals also have other 

responsibilities which made it difficult for them to commit-off duty 

time to travel and continuing education. 

Pickard noted that the staff in rural hospitals often needed to be 

encouraged to provide c6ntinuing education for its• nu~ses. 101 ·If one 

surveys any current continui~g education offering list, the entries and 

offerings are specialized in nature and seldom apply to the more 

general knowledge required of the rural hospital nurse .. In Kansas, 

333 nurses re~ponded to a questionnaire on ''Interests and Needs of 
' , 

. · 100Michael.Skaling, 11 Troubles and Triumphs Mold Small Rural 
Hos pita 1 Education, 11 Has pita 1 s, JAHA ( 16 January- 1978 ).: 55-56. 

101Myra R. Pickard and Nancy Burns, .. Continuing -Education. for 
·Rural Nurses, .. Nursing Outlook (June 197.9):416. . 
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Nurses in Rura 1· Kansas. 102 ·The average res ponde.nt nurse was a d i P.l oma · · 

graduate, age 35-45, employed ful_ltime 1n a hospital or nursing home- of 

. 100 beds or 1 ess, and has not had any forma 1 education for 5 years. 

Seventy-three percent of the nurses expressed a· willingness to travel -up 

to. 50 miles for program participation. Sixty percent rated present offer

ings as inadequate or poor.. Course areas identified as most likely to 

~ttend included: cardiovascular problems, aging and hea1th care, and 

problem ·solving/decision making~ The courses lea~t likely to be attended 

were .on the nursing process; consumer participation in health care and 

immunology among ~thers: 103 

The Rural Hospital Edu~ational Consortium out of the Rural Health -

Office at Georgia Southern· College in Statesboro, Georgia-conducted a 

t . . d t. . d . f' ?4 t . - 104 p 1 . . survey on con 1nu1ng e uca 1on nee s o. a ... coun y area. . re 1m1nary 

results indicated much_interest for continuing educatinn programs in 

emergency nursfng; i.e., major trauma, poisoning, abuse, hypertension 

and therapeutic approach, cardiac arrythmi"s and ECG interpretation. 

The continuing ~ducation needs of nurses in- the Western Upper 

Peninsula of Michigan was studies by Beebee and Elrite. 105 Of the 250 

nurses responding only 30 p~rcent were urban. The 70 peic~nt of the rural 

·nurses showed a high interest in ~btainirig continuing education and were 

102Hester I. Thurston and Melba G. Carter, 11 Continuing Nursing 
Education. Interest and Needs .of Nurses in Rural Kansas,~~- Kansas Nurse 
(January 1979) :4-5. '· 

.. 103 Ibid • 

. 104steve Wright, "Continuing Education Needs Questi-onnaire," Georgia 
Southern College (Statesboro, Georgia: Rural Health Office. December 1980). 

JOSMary ·E. Beebee and· Rosemary El rite, 11 Contin:ui·ng Education-A 
Reality for Rural Nurses, 11 Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing 
7:3 (May/June 1976):5-7~ 

i- . 
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willing to ·travel to obtain it. Thre~ wotkshops were presented. The 

ones with the best attendance ~tlere those offered on general subjects 

such as health assessment. 

In southwest Minnesot~ fourteen rural hospitals are)learning to 

giVe better pati~nt ~are to the· critically· ill through a n~rse from! 

Corresponding He.alth Care Associates. 106 P~ograms are· tailored to meet 

the individual nurse's needs using mix seminars, learning packets ~nd. 

clinical experiences. Once each month a nurse from CHCA visits to 

provide contin~ing education ~nd .a role mod~l. This has markedly 

improved the handiing of critical ·care patients~ 

·Another suggested way to meet. the continuing education needs of 

. rura 1 nurses has been to foriTI· cooperatiyes wh.i ch contract .with a 

community college for e~ucational needs. 107 Thirteen h~spitals in West 

Central and- Central Michigan did just that. Throug~ such a contract, the 

Universi-ty of Minnesota conducted. inservi.ce education programs at 

locat"ions convenient to the participants -of these rural hospitals. Among.· 

the programs offered were ostomy care, personnel . policies, management 

training, medical records and testing with.biomedical.equipment. 108 

North Carolina is condisered prima.rily a rural area .. One major 

issue had been how to maintain a sufficient number of adequately trained 

· 10611Trenq_s :_ Th~ Prob 1 em of Keeping Current in Treatments and 
Procedures May Be Solved \·Jith a New ~Approach to Continui·ng·"_Education',11 

(November 1980):22. · 

107Richard T.· Bunning·,. 11 Nursing Inservice Education in Rural 
America: One Proposal-for Meeting. the Need, 11 Journal ·of Continuing 
Education in Nursing 6:2 (March/April 1975):28-3G. /. · 

108 . : 
· Koenig and Dachelet, 11 Meet~i"ng the ChallenQe of Inservice· 

Education in Nursing." 
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nurses to car~ for the acutely ill cardiac patient especially in small· 

outlying CCU's. Because nurse~ were unable to travel long distances, 

and remain at a teaching center for an extended period of time, a special· 

pro~ra~ ~as developed through Area Health Education Center (AHEC). 109 
r . . .-. 

This· program was designed to provide competently trained nurses untie~-~ 

preceptor type program he 1 d at· the _1 oca 1 hospi ta 1. · The course utili zed 

self directed learning and individualized instruction as· well as the 

preceptor role models. Since its ~inception a number of nurses have 

·been t~ained and the.program is now seen ~s-a viable option for providing 

competent CCU nurses. 

As continuing education becomes required for relicensure·, more· and. 

~ore states will be questioning educational needs ·of rural'n~rses. 

Numerous other articles· on methods to meet these needs were revealed. 

Some p,-an to utilize traveling nurses; others will use telecommun·ications 

and all types of audiovisual equipmerit. 11?,1 11,112,113 · 

109Laurice Ferris, "Cardiac Preceptor Model: Access to Learning 
by Nurses in Rural Communities, 1

·
1 Journal .of Continuing Education in 

Nursing 11:1 (1980):19-23. 

110Rox Ann B·. Dicker and Jan Ri odan, "Meeting the-Challenge of 
Mandatory Continuing.Education in Rural Kansas," Kansas Nurse 

·{August 1978):3 

111Alice M. Robinson, 11 0ne RN .. s Mission: Improving Coronary Care 
i-n Rural Areas, 11 RN (May 1973): ICU 1 ;4~ · 

. . ' 

· 112Roger F. Cl aesquens ~ Cynthi'a Ca llea and Maureen Smith, "On 
the Road; Delivering Basic Coronary Care Course in Rural Minnesota," 
Journal of Continuin~ Education_ in N~rsing 10:-1 (1979):31-35. 

· 113sarbara J. Haur,. "Continuing Education: Regional and Rural," 
Jriurnal of Continuing Education in Nursing 10:2 (1979):26-28. 
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Competency 

·Nursing today continues to be surrounded by controversy.· This 

. exists on two fronts: first in basic preparation of nurses for practice· 

and second··· in their accountabi 1 ity for that practice_ and its ·measurement. 

There ·is· still a conce.rted effort to rna ke the entry 1 eve 1 of profess i on·a 1 

nursing a baccalaureate degree with the associ&te graduate becoming the 

technical nurse~ At present th~ee basic programs of nurse preparation 

·exist but this paper will not concern itself with the pro•s and 6on•s 

of this controversy. Instead, it wi 11 de a 1 with the end product of these 

prpgrams which is termed competency. This puts us ·into the second area, 

that of accountability. 

Competence has come to. be a· tern used for measurement of one•s 

ability to function in a given area of practice. Licensure bodies.use 

competence to mean minimally safe to practice entry level skills. 

Consumers generally see competence as meaning more than safe. Peers 

recognize competence as being a capable, self assured practitioner. 114 

Gross competency is accepted as a valid tool for appraisal of perform

ance in the clinical area. 115 Components of the behavioral model ·of· 

competency are: entry, developing, continuing, critical and exit 

behaviors. 116 Entry level behaviors are those skills the nurse comes 

114Judith· Harmuth, i•Notes on Continuing Education·:· Pr·ofessional 
Competence, 11 Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing· (November/ 
· December 1979) o . 

. 115Jesselyn W. Boight, 11 Assessing Clinical Performance: A Model 
for Competency, .. Journal of Nursing Education 18:4 (April-1979):30-33-.-

. 116 I~-; do , p o 31. . . 
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with. Developing behaviors are those- that are expected to occur during· 

a_ specific clinical exposure .. Continuing behaviors are described as 

being carried over from one experience to the next. These continuing 

behavior are constantly refined in the succeedi-ng experiences. Critical 

behaviors are those necessary for the practitioner to be successful. 

Exit behaviors are defined as the product or restilt of the ongoing. 

learning process that occurs throughout one•s career as ~a profes~ional 

nurse. 117 

Competence is therefor~ recognized as pertaining to skills that are 

a result of learning in the cognitive, affective of psychomotor domains. 

These skills are stated in behavioral terms and are listed as outcomes 

of educational programs and/or as being needed to practice in a par

ticular. profession. · Competence is usually seen as the result of· ... 

education and/or training. The National League for Nursing, in 
. . . 

.. Development of Competencies in Associate.Degree Nurses, .. indicates 

.· : 

competencies should .reflect an integration of·learned nursirig behaviors 

in the terminal objectives of the program. 118 They theorize that 

. various behaviors can be integrated to make one·competency. 

In 1966, Johnson attempted to determine how the two 1 eve 1 s of 

·nursing would differ. 119 This was based on the assumption that competence 

in patient care is found in knm-Jledge. Technical (AD) programs focused 

on knowledge required to identify and take appropriate action in some 

117Ibid. 
1 ~ 8Natio~al Le~gue for·Nursin~, Com etencies in Associate De ree 

Nurses (New York: National League for Nursing~ 1978 . 
119Dor6thy E. Johnson, 11 Competence in Practice:. Technica.l and· 

·Professional , 11 Nursing Outlook (October 1966) :30·. 
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common problems. that patients. experience. Professional (BS) programs 
. . . 

consider pati-ent problems._with a high-degree of abstraction. They utilize 

a theoretical explanation. Skill differences were limited to manual or. 
. . . . 

.motor manipulation of .objects; the differences existed in the way the 
. . . 

situation was perceived. Despite the identifiable differences there was 
. ' . - . . 

• no diffe~ence evident.by job classifications, nursing assi9nm~~ti, or 
. . . . . . . .. . . . 120 
evaluations of performance as condu_cted by employers of the graduates. 

A study done by a graduate of an A.D. prdg~am produced so~e 

interesting results. The graduate felt incompetent to pass medications,.· 

.·start Iv•s, read·an EKG or perform.other nursing task. A two part 

questionnaire Was ~ent to Directors of Nursing. in six hospitals. 121 . 

.. 

. These questionnaires were designed to ·rank the performance of new graduates 
. . -. . 

. from A.D., diploma and B .• S .• N. programs. The results indicated that, in · 

hospitals of 100 beds or less, th~ diploma graduate was felt to be · 

superior in sk-ill, and was seen as the most desirable employee. The 

least desirable employee was the A.D. ·graduate ·in all areas of rated 

competency performance. 122 

Gray, _in 1977, conducted a study to determine if a difference 

exi-sted between .associate and baccalaureate competenci.es. ~ 23 This study 

was done in a controlled setting utilizing open ended short essay 

questions bas·ed .on clinical situations. lt wa.s administered to senior 

120Ibid., pp. 31-32. 

121Hm'lel1, ~.'-Employers Evaluation of N.e\'1 Graduates, .. pp .. 448-451. 

122 lb. d '1'14.9':;~--5~.:0: .. 
1 .• ' -~· .•. ~'1':.. .• -

. . 

. 123Judlth····£. ·:·iGray.~ 'et ·.all, "Do Graduates of Technical and Professiona·l 
. Nurslng · Prog-rams~--Dif.:fe·.r <i.n 'P.-r;actice? 11 Nursing Rese.arch ·(September/. 
:;::,:,Oct'Qb~·r·. 197-7:):;;368. · · 
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stud~nts randomly selected. The area of differences wer~ identified as 

·nursing ~anagement and le~dership skills. Associate degree graduat~s 

are more adept at per~onal care and team leadership-while the bac

calaureate ~raduates focuse~ on psychological aspects, health maintenance, 

restoration and prevention rif illness. 

The National League of N~rsing in 1978 listed ~ompetencies of 
124 . . . 

Associate Degree programs. . The roles of the nurse were identified 

as "communicator," teacher," 11 manager of the patient· care 11 .and 11 a 

member of professional nursing." Skills listed were assessment, planning·,· 

implementing, intervening and evaluating patient care. Under each 

identified area competencies needed to practice were listed .. They were 

not separated into urban or rural settings nor was any reference made as. 

to a different set being needed. A survey of 91 associate degree 

nurses, by Miller, showed they were performing functions, as well as being 
. . 125 

in superv1 sory ro 1 es, not prep a red for. Of these surveyed nurses,· 

68 took staff positions, head nurse or supervisory and 9 were in other 

areas of employment. After one year of employment, 38 re·spondents had 

held full time supervisory positions. This i.nd1cated that employers had 

considered the educational preparation wheri making the position assign

ments . 

. Dip 1 oma gr·aduate entry 1 eve 1 competencies \vere 1 i sted in 1979 ·by · 

the National Le~gue of Nursing. 126 As with the Associate De~ree. 

1~4National League of Nursing, Cbmpetenci~s of Associate Degre~ 
Graduates on Entry into Practice. 

125r~i chae 1 H •. Mi 11 er, "Work Ro·l es for the Associ ate Degree· 
Graduate, 11 Americ-an Journal of Nursing (Mar~h 1974):469-470. 

126National League of Nursing,· Competencies of Diploma Graduates. 
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/ graduates, .they listed assessment, planning, implementing and evaluating 

patient care. The role of professionalism was also included. No 

differentiation was made for an urban or rural setting. 

A current baccalaureate cbmpetency list is not availa~le but one 

would suspect it would include areas of teaching, management, health 

maintenance and illness prevention. 

The present emplciying institutions·are faced with the~prbblem of 

. ·adequate skill preparation (competence) to ensure qua.l ity_. patient care. 

One factor that. has increased this skill need has been the present 

technological advances that required a higher level of experti$e in nurses. 

Over a two year period, Houser studied the productivity of ne\v graduates 

assigned to special care uni~s. 127 ~The study sample consisted of·.so 

newly employed.~egiste~ed nurses on five special care u~its. The purpose· 

of the evaluation study was to identify predictors of-performance 

1evel$ in special care uriits; The basic educational program was a 

significant predictor for the A.D. graduate only. 128 The A.D. graduate· 

showed the 1 owest performance scores· and the 1 east adaptabi 1 ity. regard- · 

less of tes~ scores or clinical experience. Baccalaureate and diploma 

graduates with or without clinical experience and good overall test 

·scores showed both a high return rate, and adaptability within a short 

.Period of time. It took from three to six months to produce a truly · 

t t d. 1 . b 1 t' d t . . 1 . t '129 . compe en. 1p oma nr acca aurea e gra ua e 1n a spec1a care un1 . 

'127ooris .M. Houser, "A Study of Nurses New to Special Care Units, .. 
Supervisor ~urse (July 1977)~15-22. 

:128Ibid., p. 21 . 

. 129 Ibid., pl 21~22. 
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In 1978, England recognized a difference related to the size and 

. location of the-hospital and specialities. 130 . Nursing service was 

asked at a NLN conference on Associate degree competencies for input 

into a list of needed competencies for the 'real world'. It was felt 

th~ graduates should be able to. plan care for a minimum of five pati~nts, 

make assignments for care, teach, evaluation of care, and also possess 

leadership and supervisory skills. Nursing Administrafi6n saw no sig

nificant difference in the competencies of the beginning pfactitioners 

in all three basic programs. They felt it was not cost effective to 

formulate staffing patterns and job descriptions that are significantly 

different for each program, but all RN's should meet the basic competency 

requirements. 131 

Another study in 1978 surveyed baccalaureate, associate degree 

and diploma nurses regarding their perception of competencies in technical, 

communicative and administrative. skills; ·and compared it with their 

supervisors' perceptions of their competency. 132 A difference in per

ception of competency did exist. Employers and supervisors expected 

graduates to be skilled practitioners. They also felt that they lacked 

management skills. It was concluded that institutions who employ new 

graduates should be realistic about their expectations and should take 

into consideration that there are various levels of competence initiated 

130ooris England, 11 Competenci~s Required in a Specialized Setting." 
131 Ibid. 
132Loi s. F. Ne 1 son, 11 Competence of Nursing Graduate.s in Techni ca 1, 

Communicative and Administrative Skills," Nursing Research (tvlarch/ 
Apr i 1 19 7 8) : 121-12 5 . · 
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in the three differing currtculums. 133 Mears ~lso speaks to-those 

responsible for hiring new graduates-in hospitals, and cautions that 

they s haul d not expect the same bas i.e competencies regardless of prog·ram 

preparation. 134 

This discrepancy between employer competency expectations and 

graduate level of competency has been noted in yet another source.· Santo 

indica ted Nursing Directors often expect graduates to have · adm1 ni strati on . 

competency even though the fac:ul ties do not. 13_5 The new graduate, as 

described by Santo, showed dismay and the feelings of being overwhelmed 

because she was inadequately.trained to deal with the large amount of task 
. - : . . -. . -

orientation o~ a team leader on a general service. This seemed to con-. 

flict with the new graduate's decision making proce·ss. ·Another area of 

-identified frustration was co-worker relationships, and responsibility 

for those under her supervision. _The last area identified was being 

caught i·n the traditional _doct'or-nurse games. · The only_ way she was able 

to resolve this conflict was to change to the speciality area of IC~. 136 · 

A review of literature revealed no actual scales available for 

determining that competencies are needed ·of riurses to practice in_ 

hospital settings. The scales, checklists and tools available were . . . 

designed to measure the level or .presence of specific· identified com

petencies . 

. 133Ibid. 

134Mears, "New Graduates i ri Small Rura 1 Hospita.l ... 

. 135sherrill Santo, "A Beginning Nurse Reacts,n American Journal of 
Nursing (June 1978):1032-1033. 

. 136Ibid. 
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One such scale is the 11 Slater Nursing Competency Rating Scale 11 
· 

developed in 1965. 137 This scale was designed to measure competencies 

displayed by a nurse as she performs her. nursing behaviors providing 

.Patient care. The· scale consists of ·six pages listing eighty-four items 

alorig with a space for a rating. A twenty-two. page cue sheet accompanies 

the scale which provides concrete examples of activities illustrating· 

each item. The method of measurement uses a Lickert type scale for 

subjective comparison. Comparison standards consist of the best nurse you 

know, through the average, to the poorest staff nurse. The.total s~ore 

consisti of the sum of the numerical value (5 to 1) obtained in.each 

. category of observed behaviors. This is then divided by the number of 

items rated. The· observation period takes 2 to 3 hours to complete for. 

each person observed. The scale has been identified as· useful in re-

tention, promotion, and merit increases, as well as to measure student 

. performance . 

. Another method, used recently~ occurs during orientation programs .. It 

requires the employee to spend two to six weeks in orientation. This length 

of t~ime enables the hospital to expose the employee to social and organiza

tional structure, as wel_l as· allowing .the nurse time to work on the· unit he 

or she will become a part of. This· mode of. orienta.tiion i.s being considered 

. for two reasons: ( 1) a lot of the nurses hi red are 1wnable to function within 

the hospital, and (2) the standard compete_ncy list ensures that everyone.. 

knm-Js the exact competence capabilities of the emplm~ed.nurse. Hilliard 

has· developed a competency rating scale to-be use,d cdlwring the orientation 

137Mabel Handelt and Doris Slater Stewart, :Sllarter Nursing Com
petency Rating Scale (New York: Appleton-Century-\Cmfts· 1975). 
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phase on five separate occasions. 138 This scale is designed to include 

specific activities and interactions expected of team leaders. The 

orientee is to be rated by a· clinical nurse practioner who is experienced 

in a teaching institution .. Numerical values are assigned to each expected 

nursing behavior on the competency rating scale .. The final score· is · 

derived from the total for each competency' rating. This scale is both 

time consuming and subjective in nat~re.· ·Nowhere were these competenci~s 

listed as being neces.sary for· all nurses in other settings. 

Other forms of nursing competence measurement included check 

lists. These are considered primarily as a 11 how-to 11 guide. Checklists 

are a criterion-referenced tool based ~n the actual procedure. These 

tools list each behavior req~ired. to successfully perform th~ procedure, 

the result of completion of one tool is a competent behavior.- McCaffr-ey· 

indicates that these checklists are U?ed by instructors for students, a.'hd 

in orientation programs, to assess .the completion of critical or desired 

behaviors that provide- safe nursing care. 139 The object is to .complete,· 

in sequence, all behaviors that indicate the task .to be performed. 

These lists provide little guidance when attempting to define c6mp~tencies 

needed for a nurse to practice. 

The only. major attempt found t9 identify competencies needed by · 

practicing nurses was a study in 1978 by Clayton. The sample consisted 

of 720 registered nurses and twenty faculties in the state of Georgi a. 
- '• , . 

Each participant was mailed a questionnaire of sixty-eight competencies: 

138Mildr.ed Hilliard, Orientation and Evaluation of the Professional 
Nurse (Saint louis·: The C. V. Mosby Company 1974) .. 

139colleen McCaffrey, i•Performance Check Lists·: .An Effective Guide 
to Teaching, Learning and Evaluating, .. Nurse Educator (January/February 1978): 
11-13 . . . 
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that were felt to be necessary for practice. The participants were 

asked to indicate yes or no as to whe~her the competencies were needed. 

From the returns a 11 Defensible List of Competencies Required of Regis

tered Nurses 11 was generated. 140 This was the only nurse-generated list 

found. 

Summary 

In conclusion, the literature review suggests that the setting does 

dictate a difference in emphasis for nursing competencies needed for 

practice of professional nursing. It further indicates that the basic 

undergraduate programs have a direct relationship on nursing· competencies 

available to the practitioner at initial employment time. The graduates 

basic job entry competencies ·may not be in agreement with the setting 

nor the employer expectations. Thus, a need has been demonstrated· for 

research to determine what differences exist in the competencies for the 

roles, functions and ~kills needed to practice professional nursing in 

the urban or rural hospital setting. 

140Gloria M. Clayton, 11 Identification of Professional Competencies 
Required of Registered Nurses ... 



CHAPTER III 

CONCtPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

In this investigation the major concepts identified for the 

· conceptual framework are: nursing, competency and setting. These three 

.rmajor concepts are detailed in the following paragraphs. 

Nursing~as a concept, is represented by a set of behaviors per

formed in a specific ~setting by .a qu.alified person. Behaviors of nursing 

are related to maintenance, supervision and/or prevention of problems 

related to health in patients, families ·and communities. These nursing 

behaviors are based on ~cientific knowledge and theories from the 

biological, physical and social sciences. Professional· nurses have 

graduated from one of three basic programs (diploma~ associ~te, bacca

laureate) and are licensed by the State Board of Nursing to practice 

nursing behaviors . 

. The concept of.competency is compose~ of behav~ors that the· nurse 

.. possesses and behaviors that characterize the profes·si on. The nurse on 

graduation is qualified to perform speciftc nur~ing behaviors. How~ver, 

these specific behaviors occur in some setting or environment in accor

dance with a set of standards. Competency behavior statements are 

worded·. in behav.ioral terms to allow for identification of the repre

sentati~e actions. A list of patient centered tasks serve. as the data 

base fo'r ·the ·deve 1 opment of major competency reqt:rir·ements. These task 

lists include cognitive and/or psychomotor skills s~eci~ic to maintenance, 

45 
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supervision and/or prevention of problems related_ to health. Some 

specific nursing behavfors of competence include actions related to 

hygiene, medications and special therapeutics, nutrition, rest, activity 

- . and safety. · In the process of de 1 i veri ng competent behaviors the nurse 

utili~es the nur~ing process, decision-making and prrible~ solving,_ only 

to mention a few. 

. . 

The last concept considered is the setting. A setting ·;s where the 

nurse practices -the behaviors required by the profession with prepared 

competencies. Hospi.ta 1 s, urban and rura 1 ,- are still the primary 

employers of professional nurses. The si-ze, geographic loc'ation, and 

nature of the hospital will influence the employer and patient needs of 

~competence behavio~~. The profession of-nursing and the basic educa-

tional program have .determined what areas_ of competence_ the graduate 

will bring to·th~ setting~ 

T~e above three. concepts are dependent on one an·other in their 

_ basic defi ni ti ons. 'They are a 1 so threaded together by many· i n'ter

related behaviors. Nursing is demonstrated by behaviors.: The s~tting 

determines which behaviors will be utilized. Compet_ency is a measu_rement 

of proficiency .in behavior .. These three concepts p-rovide the skeleton· 

for the shaping of this inves~igation. 



CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter presents a description of the methodolo~y u~ed 

du~ing the collection and preparation of data for analysis. Afte~ the 

statement of the hypothests, the chapt~r wil·l focus on the·method of 

research, setting, sample,· in~tru~ent and data collection. 

For the purpose of statistical analysis the· following null 

hypothesi.s will be ·test~d: 

No significant difference ex-ists in the. 
profession a 1 . competencies_ needed by the 
tegistered nyrse to practice in the urban 
versus the· rural hospital setting. 

Research ·Method· 

This study talled for a de-scriptive research analysis· to be 

utilized for comparison of urban and rural hospital nurses. regarding 

competencies needed for their practice. A survey form was used for 

collection of this data. Collected.data .from the two groups was analyzed 

to determine what significant relationships existed. 

Research 'setti rig 

The.s~tting chosen for this study· consisted of 30 Georgia hospitals, 

15 urban and 15 rural. Criteria established for hospital selection 
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included typ·e. of institution, bed size, tommunity size and geographic~ 

location. Rural hospttals_were limited to general acute care institutions 

of 100 beds or less. Each rural hospital was located in a community at 

·least 30 miles from an urban center hospital. The rural hospital 

community consisted of 10,000 or fewer residents. Urban hosp'itals 

selected were general acute care institutions of 200 beds or more located 

in communities, of·35,000 or more residents. 

The 1980 Georgia Hospital Association Yearbook (GHA) contains the 

name,·address, county_location, institution type, number of personnel, 

department head name and bed ~ize of most Georgia hospital~~ Therefore, 

·the 1980 GHA Yearbook was utilized for identifying hospitals that met 

selection criteria. A Georgia map, distributed by the Georgia Department 

of TraHsportation in 1976-77, ~ssisted in locating the identified 

hospitals• communities. Once the community was .located, population_ 

figures from the 1970 U.S. Census were consulted to determine resid~nt 

.size. The 1970 figures we~e utilized- as the 1980 U.S. Census figures 

were not available at. present. After the hospital~ had been identified 

by nature, bed size, location and community Si?ea ge.nera-1 .distinction 
. . . 

was made between urban and rural. -After tentatively identifying a-

hosp.ital as rural, the Georgia map was checked to determine the milage 

from urban centers of 35,000 res·i dents· or more. The· -arbitrary figure of 

30 miles from .an urban area was chosen as the final discriminator between 

rural _and urban as suggested by Rural Health Initia.tive material from 

the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 141 (See Appendix A & B) 

141u.s.-_Department of Health~ Educatio·n· and Welfare, Program 
.Guideance Material for the Rural Health Initiative; Urban· Health Initiative; 
National Health Services Corps (Rockville, Maryland: U.S. Department of 
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Sample 

The sample for this study consisted of registered nurses practicing 

in the 30 identified hospitals: 15 urban and 15 rural. Criteria for 

nurse selection inclu~ed current employment in the.identified hospitals 

and a registered nurses license from the Georgia State Board of. Nursing. 

Selection of participants was by the Nursing Directors in the identified 

_ hospitals. The guidelines supplied to the directors were in the form of 

a letter asking them to select 15 of the currently employed registered 

nurses to participate. (See Appendix C) No attempt was made to balance 

the sample for age, sex or educational background. 

Techniques for Data Collection 

Instrumentation 

The instrument chosen for data collection consisted of a modified 

form of a three part questionnaire entitled 11 Defensible List of Pro

fessional Competencies Required bf Registered Nurses.•• 142 (See Appendi~ 

E) A letter was sent to Dr. Clayton requesting permission to use the 

questionnaire and make some slight modifications. ~~ee Appendix F) 

. A letter of permission was received. (See Appendix G) 

Part I of the questionnaire was designed to provide demographic and 

descriptive data about the respondent. Each respondent was asked to 

ci'rcle appropriate categories under'nine headings. These headings 

Health, Education and Welfare, April _1978). 
142clayton, 11 Identification of Professional.Competencies Required 

of Registered Nurses. 11 
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-included age, sex, highest degree held, basic educational preparation; 

hospital location, number years -at present locatJon,·type of position, 

area of current practice and supervisory requirements. Two sources 

suggested that .d-emographic data provid'es a profile of characteristics of 

nurses which may vary markedly w~th -geographtc area. 143 , 14:· Therefo~e,
this information was s_een as ·serving_ a vital role i.n competency 

identification. 

-Part II consisted of the actual competency statements .. These state-
' . . ' ' 

. ments were made in behavioral terms since the competencies to be identified 

represent behaviors wh_i ch occur-in a setting or environment. 145 ' 146 By 

-using the same basic -competency list~ as Cl~yton and the F1orida group; 

further_ information wi·ll be gained to.stipport the present body of 

knowledge on-professional co~petencies; In:order to •carrier c6mpetence• 
- . 

--Cyrus feels any competencies accepted by the _profess-ion must· be validated 
. . - . . . ·. . . 

. to determine their use_ ;~- professfonal pr.actice or their deg_r_ee of job. 

relatedness. 147 The testing pro~ides evidence tha~ thes~ competencies 

are part of a s·pecified number of behaviors related to the reg,istered 

nurse~ 

Competency statements-in-Part II are divided among eleven categories. 

143Em Olivia Bevis, Curriculum Building in ·Nur'sing (St. Louis: 
C. V. Mosby Company-, 1978):67. -

-144cyrus, "Cornering Competence," p. 39. 

145Ibid., p. 40. 

-146oani el J. Dobbert, et a 1._, 11 Short Answers to Frequent ·Questions 
. About Competency-Based Curriculum," (Unpublished Working Paper, ERIC 
. Document #Ed 124-039, 1976) :3.-

147cyrus~ "Cornering Competence, .. p. 39 •. 
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They are--safety, hygienic care~ activity- a·nd rest, nutrition, elimination, 

. respiration, medication and specific therapeutics, assessment communication, 
- ' . ' 

organization, and self development. A varying number of statements existed 
r 

.under each category_ reflecting the expected behavior~ In order to clarify 
. . ' . 

the arrangement ~f_comp~tency stateme~ts and categorie~ the following 

example .was provided_. Under. the category 11 Nutrition 11 several competency 

statements appeared. 

·Nutrition:· 
Assists with tube feedings 
Performs gastric lavage 
Assists in·maintenance of hyperalimentation 
Incorporates diet therapy in care 

These competency statements referred to specific routines. of nursing care. 

The respondents were asked to ihdlcat:e by each of the stc;tte·ments if they 

viewed that competency skill as necessary for their present employment 

situation. 

Part III ·of the questionnaire provided an opportunity for the 
. . . 

responde~ts to add any ·competencies wh·i ch they considered necessary· but 

were not found in Part II of the list. -This information was consider~d · 
. . . . - . . . 

valuable since not all practitioners or settings ne~essitate the use of · 

:all competenci~s required.of each nurs~ at graduation.· This part also 

generates .areas of competency that might have been overlooked. 

Modifications made to the "Defensible List of Professional 

Competencies Required of Registered Nurses" consisted ·of a separation of 

several competencies statement~ and the addition of several other 

competencies. The following example will serve to demonstrate. the-

separation of competencies. 
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Hygiene 
Administers and/or supervises oral care. 

The modified form: 
Hygiene 

Administers oral hygiene 
Supervises oral hygiene 

The other modification consisted of the addition of twelve compe

tencie_s generated in Part II of Clayton's -~tudy •. (See Appendix H for 

starred items.) The final n·ursing competency questionnaire consist:ed of: 

a demographic survey, Part I; a yes/no list of competency statements, 

Part II; and a section for 9eneration of· additibnal· competencies by the 

respondent, Part III. {See Appendix I) 

Validity and_ Reliability 

The 11 Defensible List of Competencies Required of Registered Nurses" 
. . 

was developed as a result of a doctorai study .that attempted to identify 

competencies required of registered nurses. The competency-list for_· 

Clayton's study was developed by nurse educators and nurse practitioners 

in Florida, as part of their :attempt to delineate professional competencies 

of A.D. g~aduate~. Clayton subjected the 68 _item list to 720 n~rses and 

· 20 nurse faculties in Georgia. After analysis of that data 66 competencies 

were accepted by 98 percent of the group with two items rejected. _These 

66 accepted competencies make up the current 11 Defensible List". ·clayton's 

resear-ch was one method of ensuring the validity and reliability of the 

Florida group's list. 

Method of Data Collection 

Directors' of Nursing in each· of:the 30 identified hospitals 
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received a letter requesting ·their cooperation and participation in this 

study. (See Appendix C) ·rn·addition to the letter, each Nursing 

Director r•eceived 15 competency questionnaires for distribution and a se-lf. 

addressed, stamped eri~elope for retu~n. Each Nursing Director sel~cted 

15_currently employed, licensed, registered nurses to participate in the 

study and distributed the questionnaire to them. All questionnaires had a 

cover page explaining the nature of the study. Nurses not wishing to 

participate in the study were instructed to return the questionnaire to. 

their-nursing director so another nurse could be selected to participate. 

(See Appendix D)· 

In order to simplify the collection of .d.ata, a worksheet was 

constructed that provided spaces for hospital identification code, date 

of questionnaire mailing, number; date of returned questionnaires~ number; 

and follow-up columns for non-response. 'This sheet provi"ded a visual 

picture of the return rate and follow-up needs. Approximately two weeks 

after mailing the questionnaire, if no r:-esponse was received, a phone_ 

call was placed to the Nursing Director of the· identified hospital. Again, 

if no response was ~eceived ·in one more week, another phone call was 

placed to· the Nursing Director. With this plan, a 70 percent hospital 

·return rate was· achieved .. · 

Safeguarding the Rights of Human , Subjects 

In order to safeguard the rights of the r.~s_pondiing practicing 

regi s.tered nurse, each hospi ta 1 recetved a code numbe:r. and· was i denti fi ed 

pnly by that code number. Each participating nurse selected by the 

Nursing Director of the participating hospital was not known to the 

researcher. In$tructi ons on the front of the quest·iorrn~rniai re requested. that 
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no name be placed on the form. The instructions further stated that the 

nurse who did not wish to participate .should return the questionnaire to 

the Nursing Director so another nurse could be cho~en. · (See Appendix D) 



CHAPTER.V 

DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter is designed to reflect how the questionnai~e responses 

were analyzed. Because this study design util1zed two·groups, the data. 

was processed respecting each group • s identity. ~he nurses ·returned 

questionnaires were divi~ed· according to the· preceded designation of 

rura 1 o·r urban. 

The ·urban hospital ~roup consisted of 15.hospitals. · Of·that 

number, nine packets were returned by the designated date. The first 

follow-up phone call netted three more packets .. Other i'nformation on 

this follow~up call revealed that one hospital did.not receive the. 

packet, and two chose not to participate~ The above process created p.n 

eightY percent ·hospital packet return rate. Of the original 225 

questionnaires mailed only 112 were retrieved. 

The second study group consisted of 15 rural hospitals .. Eigh:t 

· returned the packets without follow-up .. Three :mor.e hospitals responded 

after the first phone call. One did not~receive the packet and three 

hospitals chose not to participate. Thus, a.seventy-three percent 

rural hospital return rate was· achieved. Letters accompanying the rural · 

returns indicated not all hospitals had fifteen 1registered nurses on 

~heir staff. Eighty questionnaires ·were receiveall from the 225 .·sent. 

(See Table i for return sequence.) 
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TABLE 1 

RETURN SEQUENCE OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
PACKETS MAILED TO 

URBAN AND RURAL HOSPITALS 

15 RURAL 
HOSPITALS 

8 

1 

3 

**0 

11 RURAL 

80 R~l"' s 

30 TOTAL HOSPITALS WERE MAILED 
PACKETS WITH 15 QUESTIONNAIRES 
(450 questionnaires sent out)* 

Packets returned completed 
without follow-up. 

Packets lost or not received 

Packets returned after first 
follow-up phone call 

Packets r·eturned after second 
follow-up phone call 

TOTAL HOSPITALS WHICH RETURNED 
COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE PACKETS. 

INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRES 
RETURNED FROM 23 HOSPITALS OF 
30 MAILINGS 
(192 completed of 450 sent out)* 

**One urban hospital returned the 12 Questionnaires too late for inclusion. 
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The demographic sheet (Part I) _of the q~e~tionnaire was removed 

and separated-according to the code designation. Frequencies of 

response were tabulated for each of the nine ar~as. Results can be found 

in Tables 2 and 3. 

Next, Part II of the questionnaire was examined in the coded 

groups. Each competency statement required either (1) a "yes," it is· 

needed for my -current practice; or (2) "no," it is not needed response. 

If the _competency statement was left blank, it was counted as a no 

. response. Frequency tabulations vJere made for each yes, no, and no-

response. 

The question to be answered by data an9.lysis of Part II are: 

1. What competencies ate identified.· as. needed _by the 
practicing_ registered nurse in rural hospitals? 

2. What competencies are identified as needed by the 
practicing registered nurse in urban hospitals? 

3. vJhat similiarities and/or differences exist between. the 
· two competency 1 i sts? 

A hand calculator was used to obtain a percentage of yes responses 

on the two tabula ted frequency 1 i sts·. This method i denti fi ed the compe

tency behaviors needed-for either-areas of nursing practice thereby 

satisfying questionsl and 2. ·See .Table 4 for pe-rcentages of urban 

and rural yes responses. 

The two tabula ted competency lists were then., by use of a ha~d 

calculator, subjected-to the Chi-Square Test .. This data ·provided the 

basis for evaluating if any areas of significant_differences existed

between the-two competency lists .. The following :contingency table· was 

designed to facilitate the computation of chi-square. 



CATEGORY 

1. SEX 

2. AGE 

3. HIGHEST 
DEGREE 
HELD 

4. . BASIC · 
ENTRY 
EDUCATION 

5. HOSPITAL 
LOCATION . 

6. ·riME AT 
LOCATION 

7. TYPES OF 
POSITIONS 

8 . .AREAS OF 
. PRACTICE 

9. SUPERVISES 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF DEt~OGRAPHIC INFOR~1ATION. 
· RURAL NURSE PARTICIPANTS 

ANSWERS FROM RURAL NURSES 

Ma 1 e ....... · ........ 3 

20-25yrs.; .•.... 12 . 
26- 30yrs ...... · .. 15 · 
31-40yrs ........ 21 

Diploma ......... 44 
·AD .............. 28 
BSN ••...•........ '8 
MSN •.... ~···~····O 

Dip 1 oma ......... 45 
AD • . ~ ........... 28 
BSN· .............. 7· 

Urban ....... ~· ... ~o 
Rural ........... 80 

1 or less yrs ..• 15 
1 to ·2 yrs ....... 0 
2 tG 4.yrs ...... 31 

Admin or Asst ... 13~ 
Supervisor/Asst.28 
Head Nurse/Asst.l7 

Medical ......... 10 
Surgi ca 1 ......... 9 
Pediatrics~ ...... 6 
Obstetrits ....... 2 

Aides ........... 74 
LPN , .. s ...... ~ .... 7 2 ., 

· F em a 1 e ......... ~ 7 7 

41-50yrs ........ 18 
51-60yrs ........ 10 
Over 60yrs ... ~ ... 3 

BA-Other ......... 3 
· MA-Other ......... 0 . 

· · ·pHD ............... 0 

· 5 to 6 yrs .... ~ .. 0 
· · 7 to 10 yrs ..... 17 

10 or more yrs .. l7. 

Staff/Gen Duty .. 21 
Cl in S pe 1 is t ... _.. 1 · · 
Other ............ 5 

Spec U~its .... · .. ~8 
t·1ed/ Su rg ......... 8 
Genera1 ... ~ ..... 52 
Other ........... ·10 

RN I s ......... ~ .. 43 
.Patients ........ 67 



CATEGORY 

1. SEX 

2. AGE 

3. HIGHEST 
DEGREE 
HELD 

4. BASIC 
ENTRY 
EDUCATION 

5. HOSPITAL 
LOCATION 

6. TI~1E AT 
LOCATION 

7. TYPES OF 
POSITIONS 

8. AREAS OF 
PRACTICE 

9. SUPERVISES 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
URBAN NURSE PARTICIPANTS 

ANSWERS FROM URBAN NURSES 

Ma 1 e ............. 3 

20-25yrs ........ 24 
26-30yrs ..... .- .. 32 
31-40yrs ........ 27 

Diploms ......... 34 
AD .............. 47 
BSN ............. 29 
MSN .............. 0 

Diploma .. ~ ...... 42 
·AD ... ~ ........... 4 7 
BSN .... · ......... 23 

Urban ....... i •• 112 
··Rural ............ o 

1 or less yrs .. :18 
1 to 2 yrs ....... 2 
2 to 4 yrs ...... 60 

Admin/Asst ....... o 
Supervisor/Asst .. 8 
Head Nurse/Asst.36 

Medical .... ~ .... 20 
Surgica] ........ 15 
Pediatrics ....... 9 
Obstetrics ...... 13 

Aides ........... 93 
LPN•s ........... 88 

Female ......... 109 

41-50yrs ........ 22 
51-60yrs .......... 7 
Over 60yrs ....... o 

BA-Other ......... 1 
MA-Other ......... 0 
PHD .............. 0 . 

5 to 6 yrs ....... 5 
7 to 10 yrs ..... 16 
10 or more yrs .. 11 

Staff/Gen Duty .. 60 
Clin Spclst ...... 2 
Other ............ 6 · 

Spec Units ...... 12 
Med/Surg .... · .... 14 
General .......... 5 
Other ........... 24 

RN Is ....•....... 7 5 
Patients ........ 90 
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TABLE 4 

PERCENTAGE OF YES RESPONCES 
TO COMPETENCY LIST 

Area Rural Urban Area Rural .Urban 

Safety Elimination (Can't) 
1.1 90% 98~~ 5.2 93% *79% 
1.2 99% 91% 5.3 85% 91% 
1.3 99% 99% 5.4 83% 86% 
1.4 96% 98% 5.5 86% 86% 
1. 5 . 98% 100% 5.6 . 85% *73% 
1.6 100% 99% 5.7 89% *79% 
1.7 98% 93% 5.8 90% 98% 
1.8 95% 91% Respiration **1. 8a . 93% *72% 
1.9 91% 97% 6.1 94% 97% 
1.10 99% 98% 6.2 96% 93% 
1.11 98% 87% 6.3 99% 91% 

6.4 91% 87% 
Hygiene Care **6.4a 91% *70% 

2.1 . 83% 87% 6~5 93% 81% . 
2.1a 91% 82% 6.6 90% 82% 
2.2 81% 85% 6.7 81% . *69% 
2.2a 90% 83% 6.8 95~~ 88% 
2.3 *75% *79% . 

t~edi cation and · 2.3a 89% *79% Specific Therapeutics 
Activity and Rest 7.1A 81%. 81% 

3.1 81% 90% 7 .1b 85% 83% 
3.2 93% 93% 7 .1c 86% 79% 
3.3 91% 87% 7-. 1d 83% *61% 
3.4 93% 91% 7.1e 89% 68% 
3.5 94% 81% 7.1f 91% *78% 
3.6 93% . 87% 7 .1g 69% *73% 

**3.7 83% *50% 7.1h 84% 85% 
3.8 85% *76% 7.2a 100~~ 93% 

Nutrition 7.2b 99% 96% 
4.1 91% 81% 7.2c 1007; 97% 
4.2 80% *78% . 7. 2d 89~~ . 83% 
4.3 86% 80% 7.2e . 98~la 96% 
4.4 . *70% 82% 7.2f 99% 95% 
4.5 90% 84% 7.2g 94~~ 84% 

.7.3 100% 95% 
Elimination 7.3a 99% 97% 

5.1 95% 97% 7.4 96;s 91% 

*Below 80 percent acceptance of that competency statement 
**20 percent difference between urban/rural response 
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Area Rural. Urban. Area · Rural· Urban 
Medication and Communication 
Specific Therapeutics 9.1 94% 90~0 
(con-' t) 9.1a 99.% 94% 
**7.5 *71% *33% 9.2 100% 98% 

7.6 84%.· 81% 9.3 . 99% . 98% 
7.7 99% 89% 9.4 98% 93% 
7.8 100% 93% 9.5 99% . 97% 

**7.9 76%. 29% 9.6 91% 81% 
**7~10 68% 47% 9.7 100% 95% 

7.11 69% 90% Organization 
Assessment 101.·1 . 66% *59% 

8.1a 96% 93% 10.1a 83% *75% 
8~1b 96% 95% 10.2 . 73% *68% 
8.1c 96% 95% . 10.2a 87% *69% 
8.1d 96% 93% 10.3 80% 92% 
8.1e 91% ·88% 10.4 91% 90% 
8.1f 94% 88% 10.4a 84% 89% 

. **8. 1g . 83% *54% ·Self Development 8.2a 89%. . 96% 
8.2b 99% 94% 11.1a 100% 98% 

8.2c 98% 94% 11 . .1b 100% 98% 
11.1c 100%. . 98~~ 8.2d 99% 95% 11.2 99%' . 99% 8.2e 96% .93% 11.3a 98% 98% **8.2f 74% *37% 11.3b 59% *44% 8.3 100% 91% . · 11. 3c 64% *52% 8.4 99% 94% 

8.5 94% 89% 

*Below 80% acceptance of that competency statement 
**20 percent difference between urban/rural response 
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Urban Rural 
Yes 

No 

No Re-
sponse 

A 0.05 level wa? selected to determine if a significant difference 

existed between the urban and rural hospital ansv1ere at that level. If 

any cell in the contingency table during computation was equal to or 

less than 5, a Yates Correction was applied to enhance further sta

tistical-analysis.· By utilizing the chi-square test with a degree of 

freedom of two and a 0.05 level of significance, all competency scores 

falling below 5.5991 were rejected. All competency scores above 5.991 

indicated areas of significant difference or relationship and therefore 

resulted in the rejection of the Null hypothesis. See.Table 5 for the 

competency list responses and computed chi-square level. Any area above 

the 5.991 level of significance are indicated. 

Part III of the competenc~ questionnaire will not be processed for 

analysis. As designed, this area provides an opportunity for the 

respondents to list other competencies needed for tbeir particular 
--·~ 

practice setting. A 1 ist of competencies as genera-ted by the nurses 

can be found in Appendix J. · 
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TABLL 5 

· COMPETENCE LIST RESPONSES AND 
COMPUTED CHI-SQUARE 

_TEST VALUES 

COMPETENCY URBAN RESPONSES -RURAL RESPONSES .CHI-SQUARE 
NUMBER YES NO. NO-R .·YES NO NO-R 

Safety 
1.1 ....... . 110 2 0 . 78 1 1 1.37 
1.2 ....... 102 . 10 0 79 0 1 *9.638 
1.3 ....... 110 2 0 72 2 1 . 3. 689 

1.4 ....... 110 2 0 77 2 1 3. 578. 
1.5 ........ 112 0 0 78 1 1 2.309 
1. 6' ..... , .. 111 1 o· 80 0 0 1 .. 378 

1.7 ....... 104 8 0 78 2 0 1.632 
1.8 ....... 102 ·g 1 ;76 4 0 2·. 071 
1.8a ...... 81 30 1 74 6 0 *12.977 
1.9 ....... 109 3 0 73 5 2 5.758 
1.10 ...... 109' 3 0 79 1 0 0.518 
1.11 ...... 110 2 0 78 1' 1 ·3. 392 

Hygienic Care 
2.1 ....... 97 15 0 '66 11 3 5.455 
2.1a ...... 92 19 1 73 6 1 4·. 315 

2.2 ....... 95 17 0 65 12 3 5.412 
·2.2a ...... 93 '18 1 72 ·. 6 .2 '4.456 

2.3 •· ....... 88 22 2 60 16 4 1.801 
· 2. 3a ....... 89 21 2 71 6 3 5.831 

· Activity and Rest 
3.1 ....... 101 11 0 65 12 3 *7 .897. 

3.2 0 •••••• 105 7 0 74 5 1 '3.100 

3.3 .... ··\·~·~·· 97 15 0 . 73 7 0 ·1.021 

3.4 I I I ..... -: •. r.- : .. ···.C'.}l02 9 1 74 5 1 : .··885 

3.5 ....... 91 19 2 75 5 ·o *6~641 

*Significant responses to-thJs :competency relationship 
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. COMPETENCY URBAN RESPONSES RURAL RESPONSES CHI-SQUARE 
NUMBER YES NO NO-R YES NO NO-H 

: 3. 6 ....... 98 14 0 . 74 4 2 *6.956 
3.7 ....... 56 55 1 66 13 1 *25.821 
3.8 ....... 85 25 . 2 68 11 1 2.650 

Nutrition 
4.1 ....... 91 21 0 73 6 1 *7 .. 697 
4.2 ....... 87 25 0 64 15 1 . 3. 305 
4.3 ....... 90 . 21 1 '69 9 2 3.-346 

4.4 ....... 92 19 1 56 23 1 4.492 
4.5 ....... 94. 19 0 72 7 1 5.140 

Elimination 
.. 

5.1 ....... 109 3 0 76 3' 1 3.379 
5.2 ........ 86 2S 1 74. 5 1' *9.790 
5.3 ....... 102 10 0 68 11 1 4.179 
5.4 ....... 96 16 0 66 13 1 3.243 
5.5 ....... 96 16 0 69 10 - 0 3.144 
5.6 ........ 82 28 0 68 . 11 . 1 4.026 
5.7 ....... 88 24 0 ' 71 8 1 *7 .·468 

5.8 ....... 101 11 0 72 6 .. 2 4.264 

· Res pi ration 
6.1 ....... 109 3 0 75 -5 --- 0 1. 617 . -
6.2 ....... 104 ·6 2 77 3 0 1. 726 
6.3 ....... 102 10 1 79 '1 ·o 4.589 
6.4 ....... 97 4 11 73 2 5 1.006 
6.4a ...... 75 33 4 73 4 3 *18.269 
6.5 . . . . . . . 91 21 0 , 74 5 1 . *8. 9'61 

·' 

6.6 ....... 92 20 0 77 7 .1 *6.058 
6.7 ........ ' ·. 77 34 1 65 14 1 4~748 

6 •. s· ...... ·• 99 13 0 76 '4 0 2.397. 

Medications and specific treatments 

7 .la ..... 91 16 5 65 14 -0 3.738 

*Significant responses to this competency realtionship 
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COMPETENCY URBAN RESPONSES RURAL RESPONSES CHI-SQUARE 
.NUMBER YES NO NO-R YES NO NO-R 

7.1b ...... 93 14 5. 68 11 1 1.543 
'. 

7. 1c · ...... 88 20 4 69 11 0 3.463 
7.1d ...... 68 40 4 66 13 1 *10.364 
7.1 e ...... 96 14 4 71 8 1 ~665 

7.1f ...... 87 23 2 73 15 2 2.393 

Assessment 
7. 1 g ...... 82 28 2 55 24 1· .923 
7.1h ...... 95 13 4 . 67 8 5 1.172 
7.2a ...... 105 6 1 80 0 0 5.607 
7.2b ...... 108 4 0 79 .0 1 5.658 
7.2c ...... 109 3 0 80 0 0 2~633 

7.2d ....... '93 19 0 71 9 0 1.089 
7.2e ...... 107 5 0 78 e:. 0 .665 
7.2f ...... 106 6 0 ·79. 0 1 *7.163 
7.2g ...... 94 13 5 75 1 ·4 *7.435. 

7.3 ....... 106 5 1 80 0 0 . 3.969 
·7.3a ........ 109. 3 0 79 1 0 . 518 
7.4 ....... 102 9 1 77 3 ·a 2.528 

'· 

7.5 ....... 37 70 5 57 22 1 *27.354 
7.6 . ·-..... 91 ·21 0 67 13 0 . 212 
7.7 ....... 100 11 1 79 0 1 *8.093 

~ 

7.8 ........ 104 ·7 1 .80 0 ·a. ·*6. 735 
7.9 ....... 33 75 4 61 19 0 *41.244 
7.10 ....... 53 .56 3 54 22 4 *9.362 

/ 

7.11 101 .8 3 71 9 0 2.994 ...... 
~observes, Monitors and Records, 

8.1a ...... 105 5 2 77 3 0 1.733 
. . :.~·, .. · ·:;. 8 0 lb .. · ..... 106' 4 2 7]. 3 9 1.681 

.: . .' t 

,O:'t··:: ,.;:i::~.,_s .,lc """ , ...• ,. . 106 4 2 77 3 0 1.681 
· <. ::"·'<~:::xra:au :,..,.,., .... ~-. 107 J .. 2 77 3 0 1.839 

. ..:~ . --~-~>·{~~:. :/_~--~~:J.s.ae ~:~-·~-~-~~-:~ .. 98 }3.2 ·,-. 2 73 7 0 1. 789 . 
*Significant responses to this competency relationship 
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COMPETENCY . URBAN RESPONSES · RURAL RESPONSES · CHI-SQUARE 
NUMBER YES NO NO-R YES NO NO-R 

8.1f ...... 98 12 2 75 5 0 2.716 
8.1g 60 47 5· 66 12 2 *17.642 . . . . . . .. 

8. 2a · ....... 107 3 2 .78 2 0 1.751 
8.2b ...... 105 5 2 79 . 1 0 3.·118 
8.2c ...... 105 5 2 78 2 0 2.240 
8.2d ...... 106 4 .2 79 1 0 2. 485 . 

8.2e ...... 104 6 2 77 3 0 . ·1. 726 
8. 2f. · ...... 41 62 9 59 . 17 4 *26.406 
8.3 . . . . . . . 102 9 1 80 Q . 0 *7.417 
8.4 ....... 105 5 2 79. :.1 0 3.118 
8.5 ....... 106 5 1 75 . 5 0 1;891 

Communication 
9.1 ....... 101 9 2 75 4 1 1.028 
9.1a ...... 105 6 '1 79 1 0 3.817 

. 9. 2 ........ . 110 1 1 80 0 0 2.764 
9.3 ....... 110 1 1 79 1 . ·a 2.822 

9.4 . ' ..... 104 7 1 78 2. n 2.553 
9.'5. ....... 109 1 2 79 1 0 '2. 217 

9.6 ....... 91 20 1 73 .5 2 *8.197 
. 9. 7 ....... 106 5 1 80 0· 0 ·4. 794 . 

Organization 
10.1 ....... 66 37 9 ·53 20 7 1.467 

· 10. 1a ....... 84 23 5 66 12 2 . '2 .. 522 

10.2 ....... 76 24 12 58 15 7 .. 517 

10.2a . •· .... 77 25 10 69 9 2 *7.700 

. 10.3 ....... 83 24 5 . 64 14 2 1. 2'04 

10.4 ....... 101 9 2 73 4 3 . 1.731 
10.4a ....... 101 9 2 73 4 3 1.731 

Self development 
11.1 . . . . . . . 86 25 .1 67 11 1 . 3. 5·63 

11.1a ....... 110 1 r 1 80 0 0 2~764 
*Significant responses to this competency rela~iomship 
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COMPETENCY URBAN RESPONSES RURAL RESPONSES CHI-SQUARE 
NUMBER YES NO NO-R YES NO NO-R 

11.1b ...... 110 1 1 80 0 0 2.764 
11.1c ...... 110 1 1 80 0 0 2.764 
11. 2 ....... 111 1 0 79 1 0 1. 209 
11.3a ...... 110 .2 0 78 1 1 3.392 
11.3b ...... 49 47 16 47 23 10 4.791 

11.3c ...... . 58 42 12 . 51 20 9 3.443 

*Significant response to this compentency relationship 

.. 



·CHAPTER VI 

FINDINGS 

Competency Questionnaire Pa·rt I 
. . 

Results o·t the analysis of the demographic date s,howed several. 

areas of urban and rural nurse differences. These we~e primarily 

related to age, educational background, years at practice, loc~tion, and 

areas of practice. 

1. Almost three-fourths of the urban nurses \AJere -below .the 

age of forty. The age._distribution of rural nurses indicated 

a hi g.her percentage of o 1 der nurses, with forty percent 

over age.forty.~ 

2. . A dip 1 oma schoo·l of nursing was the entry· 1 eve 1 for fifty-six 

percent of the rura 1 nurses~ In contrast, forty-t'IJO percent 
of the nurses in urban hospitals achieved entry at the A.D.· 

level. (See Figure 1) · 

3~ · The_question of ''years at present location,'' revealed that 

- _·the greatest number of nurses, both urban_ and: rura 1 ~ had 

~--------------·---: - been employed there for a period of t\vo to four ·years. 

·Twenty-one percent of t_he rural hospfta 1 ·nurses has been at 

the same location for more than· ten years, compared to only 

ten percent of the urban nurses. 

4. · fourteen times more nurses i~ rural areas practice 9eneral 
. , 

care as compared tq those in ·the urban setting. · (See Figure .2) . 

Competency Questionnaire Part II. 

As previously stated in ·Chapter V, this questionnaire was. designed 
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FIGURE 1 

EMPLOYMENT ENTRY LEVEL 
BASIC EDUCATION 

Survey of 80 RN's 
in 12 Rural Hospitals 
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to answer three questions. Questions 1 and 2 related to the identifi

cation of competencies ne·eded for practice in an urban or rural setting. 

Findings indicated that: 

1. Rural n~rses indicated by an 80 percent acceptance the need 
for the ·113 competency ·statements. Six ~dditional compete_ncy 
statements v1ere a 1 so. recognized .as needed by over 70 percent 
of :the nurses. (See Table 4~ page_60) 

2. Urban nurses accepted as needed· for their practice areas, -78 
t 

of the 113 competency statements by 80 percent.· Twelve more 
competency statements fell below the 70 percent level.· 
Five competency statements . fe 11 be 1 ow the 50 . percent neede_d . 
acceptance level.· These were 7.5, 7.g, 7.10, 8.1f, and· 
11.3b. (See Tabl_e 4~ page 60) 

3. · A 20 point percentage difference existed between· the urban· 
and rural lists in eight competency statements. Each time 
a rural nurse rated this co~petency as higher. 

_The third question was the focal. point of this study. Its purpose 

was to determine if a significant difference existed between the rural and 

urban hospital competency areas. A 0.05 le'vel of significance was used 

to indicate that there \'las a 95 percent certianity that these relation

ships were not a result of chance. 

Findings from the Chi-Square test were: 

1. Twenty-five areas received a significance rating above the 
5.991 level~ (See·Table P) 

2. One co"mpetency received a significant.rating of 41.244as · , 
w~ll as three others, 25.356, 25.821, 26.406. 

3. Twe 1 ve· of the t\>Jenty five s i gni fi cant competency statements 
were above a 9.362 level, Which is a Q~Ol or greater 
than.99 percent certainty that this was not a result of chance. 
(The higher the chi-square value the stronger the relationship) 
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TABLE 6 

LIST OF SIGNIFICANT COMPETENCIES 
FROM CHI-SQUARE TEST 

1.2 Exercises appropriate control (e.g., restraints) 
1.8a Cares for the child surgical patient 

(pre and. post operative) 

Activity and Rest 
3.1 r~akes beds (e.g., occupied, unoccupi.ed or surgical) 
3.5 Maintains imnobiliiation (e.g., traction, casts, splints, 

special beds and frames) 
3.6 Maintains supports (e.g., slings, bandages, binders) .. 
3.7 Teaches and supervises use of assistive devices .(e.g., 

walkers, canes, crutches, braces) 

Nutrition· 
4.1 Assists with tube feedings 

Elimination 
5.2 Performs continuous and intermittent bladder irrigations . 
5.7 Performs ostomy care 

. Res pi ration 
6.4a. Introduces oropharyngeal airway 
6.5 Cares for tracheostomy (e.g., cuffed and ·u:ncuffed) 
6.6 Cares for chest tubes 

Medications and specific therapeutics 
7.1d Applies hot ~ater bottle 
7 .1f Administers nose, eye and ear drops. , 
7.1g Prepares and administers instill~tions 
7.5 

7.7 

7.8 
7.9 

Utilizes 0? analyzer to ·correctly deterntinne: 02 concentration 
in Isolette or neonatal environment. . 
Assists with common di agnostic and thera~;t i:c: procedures 
(.e.g. , thoracentesis, 1 umba r puncture or ~Jtairacentes is) . 
Performs venapuncture for I.V. infusion 
Performs EKG's 
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7.10 Applies and uses telementry. 

Assessment 
B.lg fetal heart tones 
8.2f Carvical dilitation and effacement 
8.3 Recognizes and intervenes i~ life threatening situations 

Communication 
9.6 Participates in referral process to health/social agencies 

Organization 
10.2a Plans care for 10 or more patients . 
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Discussion 

In additinn to the main.purpose.nf the questiortnaire, demographic 

data was collected to provide a profile of the nurse practicing in th~ 
- - . 

urban and rural setttng. · The average rural nurse-could be described as: 

( 1 r graduated from a dip 1 oma s_choo 1 of nursing: ( 2·) "genera 11 y 01 der than 

'the similar employed _urban nurse counterpart; and (3) at.the present-
- . . 

place of employment more years. The majority of rural nurses were 

functioning in a general care setting and have the responsibility of 

planning care· for 10 or more patients. Their broad general care area 

included medi~al, surgical, pediatrics, obstetrics and special care. 

(Both urban and rural nurses ~ere more than 96% female.) 

The average urban_ nurse! (1) has graduated from an .A.D. program~ 

(2) has been employed two tO ·four years, and (3) practices in a specia·l 

area such as medical, surgical or orthopedics. 

As has already been. stated, the major purpos·e of this_ study was to 

view the competency needs of urban and rura 1 nurses by· answeri n9- three _ 

questions. Question one•s purpose was to identi'fycompetencies needed 

- by rural nurses. Their high percentage of ye~ responses to 108 

competencies out of 113 considered, demonstrated that a .b-road range of 

skills ~re needed in the rural hospital set~irtg. The five' competencies 

not well utilized by the rural nurse included (1) initiating change·by 

legislation, ·(2) active participation in their professional organization,. . , . . . 

(3) limiting care to 6 or fewer pat.ients. (4) using telementry, -and (5) 

having need·to-appiy an electric hot·~ater pack. Urban nurses. also 

showed little need for the first, third and fourth of the~e fiv~ 

competencies. 
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The U)"ban nurses' competency needs were ·considered in Quest ion Two. 

Only 90 percent of the ll3 competency questions-received a high percentage 

-: · _ of yes responses . This·confirms the view that urban nurses are more . . 

specialized and concentrate their skills in less are~s at one time. 

Co~petency behavior~ seldom utilize~ by the urban nurse, in addition to 
. . 

·. the three above .included: (1) performing EKG' s, (2) _measuri-ng cervical 

dilitation, (3) taki~g-fetal heart ton~s, and (4). using an Oi analyzer. 

Conclusions 

The results of the analysis of data for· this study revealed that 

more, and often different co~petencies were required for the rural 

hospital nurse when_ compared to the skills: required-of the urban 

_ hospi ta 1 nurse .. 

The null hypothesis generated from this study \'las: 

No significant. differences exists in 
· the professi ana 1 competencies· needed by 
the registered nurse to practice in the· 

. . ~ 

rural versus the urban ~etting~ · 
. ' 

The data did not support the-hypothesis and is.th~refore rejected. 

Implications 

·This study implies that _a more· extensive set of competencies is 

utilized by the rural practicing nur,se. ·However, this is not to·say that 

·the urban nurse does not need the same competenc-i·::es as the rural nurse, 

only that she:practices·thetn less often. Another ~mplication is for 

.nurs_i ng education programs· based in 1 a rger urban.ia:reas. If the student 

enrollment from outlying -rural areas, or .serv_ing a large r·ural- phpulation, 
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the program should prepare nurses for the req~ired differences in rural 

nursing. It also might. be necessary to provide a rural inservice · 

education component to expose students to the broader experience . 

. The higher perc~ntage of yes responses to the remodeled Clayton 

qu.estionnaire indicated that ·clayton's list of competencies are still 

valid. 

Hospital admiriistrators and nursing ~i~ectors· need t6 b~ aware 

of the.difference in competencies c~eated by various hospital settings. 

This is especially important when hiring or making· unit assignments; 

thus one might allow longer orientation or transition periods for those 
. . . 

nurses coming from the opposite .setting. 

· Sumnary · 

This investigation was underta~en to determin~ if there w~s a 

significant difference in the competency ·needs of the urb~n versus the 

rura~ hospital nurse .. In the process of· determining differences·, a dual 

list of required competencies for each setting \'Jas identified . 

. The final study sample consisted of :12 urban and 11 rural h_ospitals. 

~articipants within these hospitals consisted of 112 urban nurses and 80 

rural nurses. Al.l nurses in this group were currently licensed to practice 

· in Georgia. Data was collected by use of a 113 item_questionnaire designed· 

in a former study,"and modified by this new investigator.· 

· Data was summar.ized by means of total frequency tabulations and 

limited computation for ~ercentages of yes responses. The higher the 

· percentage response, the more it was viewed needed for practice. A 
' ,. . 

" 
. Chi-Square test was computed to determine if a significant difference iri 



competency needs existed between two hospital settings. A-0.05 level 

of significance was used, i.ndicating _that a 95 percent probability that 

the relationship was not pure chance. 

made: -

Reco'mmendations 

As a result of this study, the following recommendations -are 

1. The present study should be replic~ted in another. state or 
region for further development of the competency_ list.· 

2. The Questionnaire used could be:improved as a sampling tool. 
by refin-ing the· directions.. Some res pond ants p 1 aced 
question marks after the overall instructfons, thereby 
indicating they were unclear. 

3. -A L ickert type scale could be used to ,rate each competency 
-instead of yes-nb responses. This broader respon~e record 
will provide more pr~cise statistical data to validate the 
importance of competency ne~ds in each setting. 

4. _The developed competency list should be ~ompar~d to exit 
level skills from RN educational institutions to determine 
if the rural nurse needs are being met. 

· 5. A future study should be done to .determine what specific 
·competency" differences exist in urban and rural areas. 

6. The rural nurse should be upgraded to 11 Clinical-Specialist" 
and of course· be PAID MORE HIGHLY. 
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· RURAL HOSPITALS 

Hospi ta 1 . Population Beds Personnel 

Appling General Hospital 3,500 40 105 
East Walnut-st. 
Baxley, Ga .. 31512 
(912) 367-3211 . 

_Bacon County· Hospital 3,756 50 ·85 
·Wayne St., P. ·o. DravJer .H .. 
Alma, Georgia 31510 

. (912) 632~5111 
" 

Burke County Hospital 5,400 54 92 
Liberty St. . ( 1lCU) 
p .- 0. Box 549· 

- ·Waynesboro, Ga: 30830 
. ' ( 404) 554-4435 

-Candler County· Hospi ta 1 2,912 60 112 
Cedar St. . · (6ICU) 
p. 0. Box 597 
Metter, Ga. 30439 
(912) 685-5741 

'' 

Charlton-Memorial Hospi ta·l 2,200 sa· 45 
1203 NortH 3rd St .. (4ICU) 
p. 0. Box 188 
Folkston, Ga. 31537 
(912) 496-2532 -

-Effingham County Hospital· 1,200 101 125 
Highway 119 (2ICU) 
P. a~ Box 386 · · . ( 2CCU) 
Springfield, Ga. 31329 
(912) 754-6451 , . ' 
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Emanuel·County Hospital 7.325 73 176 
Kite Road (2CCU) 
P. 0. Box 7 
Swainsboro, Ga .. 30401 

. (912) 237-2751 

Evans Memorial Hospital. 5,530 73 85 
200 N. River St. 
P. 0. Box 518 
Claxton, Ga. 30417 
(912) 739-2611 

Jeff Davis Hospital ·4,065 70 97 
1215 S. Tallahassee St: -{4CCU)" 
Hazelhurst, ~a .. ·31539 
(912) 375-7781 

Jenkins County Hospital 3,500. 23 54 
209 Daniel St. 
Millen, Ga. 30442 
(912) 982-4221. 

Liberty Memorial Hospital 9,248 . 50 125 
482 Oglethorpe Highway (2CCU') 
P. 0. Box 232 

- Hinesville, Ga. 31313 
(912) 876-3511 

Pierce County _Hospital 2,624 62 ·98 
Carter Ave. 
P-. 0 .. Box 32 
Blackshear, Ga~ 31516 
(912) 449-6631 

Screven County Hospital 3,100 51 72. 
214 Mims Rd. 

_Sylvania, Ga. 30467 
(912) 564-7426 

., 

Tattnall Memorial Hospital 1,806 ' 40 74 
Highway 121 South 
P. 0. Box 547 
Reidsville, Ga.· 30453 
(912) .557-4731 
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Minnie C. Boswell Memorial Hospital 
Siloam Road 
P. 0. Box 329 
Greensboro, Ga. 30642 
(404) 453-7331 

5,000 48 . 62 
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URBAN HOSPITALS 

Hospital ·.Population Beds Personnel. 

Savannah: 

Candler General Hospital 111,100 305 950. 
P. 0. Box 9787 
Savannah, Ga. 31412. 
(912) 354-9211 

Memorial Medical Center 111,100 464 1,438 
4700 Waters Ave. (12ICU) 
Savannah~ G~. 31406 (12CCU) 
(912) 355-3200 (61PSY) 

St. Joseph's Hospital 111,100 298 760 
11705 Mercy Blvd. (9'ICU) 
Savannah, Georgia 31406 
(912) 925-4100· 

Augusta: 

Doctor's Hospital of Augusta, Inc. _53 ,000 . 374 310 
3651 Wheeler Rd. (8ICU) · 
Augusta, Ga. 30904 (8CCU} 
(404).863-3232 (27PSY) 

Eugene Talmadge Memorial Hospital 53,000 425 1,975 
1120 15th St. · ( 6ICU) 
Augusta, Ga. 30902 (4CCU) 
(404) 828-0211 (30PSY) 

St. Joseph's Hospital 53,000 207 650 
1600 Winter Ave. . (9ICU) 
Augusta, Ga. 30904 
. (404) 733-7910 

University Hospital 53,000· 651 2,018 
1350 Walton Way (16ICU) 
Augusta, Ga. 30902 · · ( 16CCU} 
{404) 724-7171 . (74PSY) 
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Macon: 

Coliseum Park Hospital 121,900 258 550 
350 Hospital Dr. (6CCU) 
Macon, Ga. 31201 (10ICU) 
(912) 745-9461 

Medical Center of Central Georgia 121,900 501 1,538 . 
777 Hemlock St. (15ICU) 
P. 0. Box 6000 (23CCU) 
Macon, Ga. 31208 (30PSY) 

Athens.: 

Athens. General Hospital 48,900 258 636 
797 Cobb St. (11ICU) 
Athens, Ga. 30601 (4CCU) 
(404) 549-9977 

Albany: 

Palmyra Park Hospital 74,600 223 . 360 
200 Palmyra Rd. (10ICU) 
P. 0. Box 1908 ('6CCU) 
Albany, Ga. 31702 
(912) 435-3441 

Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital 74,600 407 938 
417" Third Ave. (10ICU) 
P. 0. Box 1828 · (8CCU) 
Albany, Ga. 31702 (53PSY) 

Valdosta: 

South Georgia Medical Center 36,100 288 680 
Pendleton Park (8ICU) 
P. 0. Box 1727 · (8CCU) 
Vald6sta, Ga. 31601 (27PSY) 
(912) 247-3450 



Columbus: 

The Medical Center 
710 Center St. 
P. 0. Box 951 
Columbus, Ga. 31902 
(404) 324-4711 

St. Francis Hospital 
Woodruff Rd. and Expressway 
P. 0. Box 4199 -
Columbus, Ga. 31904 
(404) 322-8281 
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- 162,600 

162,600 

482 
(16ICU) 
(16CCU) 
(38PSY) 

260 
( 10ICU) 
(4CCU) 

1,692 

612 
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March 30, 1981 

. Dear · 

. Your hospita.l is one. of thirty hospitals (urban-and rural) in .. 
Georgia chosen to participate in a pr~fessional nursing study. .The 
purpose of this research study is to determine if the currently . 
employed registered nurses can identify-any significent differences 
in competencies needed for an urban versus rural setting. 

As a graduate student at The Medical College of Ge6rgia~ Savanhah 
Satellite, I am seekfn~r·your .. hel p .;n conducting. this. study~ .. The 
information gathered can help .us evaruate present curriculum·~·. 
identify current areas of competency practice.and could have a direct 
impact on future nursing education. · 

The questionnaire is designed to be self .explanatory and . 
information wi.ll remain confidential with only' coding as to urban or 
rural hospital. Please have fifteen currently employed registered 
nurses ·on your staff complete the enclosed forms and return it to. 
you by April 22, 1981. Then, please mail completed forms back in the 

·.enclosed self addressed and stamped. envelope by Aprll 24,: 1981. After. 
the information has been analyzed and results formulated, ·I will send 
you a copy of the findings to share with your nurses. · · 

Thank you in advance for your ·and your staff's time and 
cooperation. 

, · Si~cerely yours~ 

Barbara A. Isler, RN, BSN 

BAI/sew 

Enclosure 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR 

NURSING COMPETENCY QUESTIONNAIRE 

You are being asked to take part in a professional· ~ursing study. All 

data on this questionnaire is confidential and will be. used for research 

purposes only~ Please, no name, as only the hospital designation of 

urban or rural is nec-essary. If you prefer not to participate, please 

return this questionnai~e to your nursing director so she can find· another 

registered nurse to participate in the study. 

. . . 

This questionnaire is the initial step in obtaining data to identify if 

a difference in competencies ·exist between the registered nurse in a 

urban versus rural hospital setting.· Competency i~ defiried as tognitive ' 

and/or psychomotor skil.ls derived from a specific ·nursing role necessary 

for the practice of nursing·. This questionnaire is: di-v·ided into three 

·parts, (descriptive data, skills .and suggested skills) and is designed 

for ·rapid completion. 

Thank you for taking time from your schedule to 1de:mti:fy those compe-

. tenci es needed in your day to day practice. Ongoimg; assessment of nursing 

competencies· is needed to determine relevance of ;nurs.i:ng:education to . 

. . meeting consumer demands, emp 1 oyer demands and up grad\i:n.g nurs i hg 

practice. 

89. 
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Safety · 

1.1 
1.2 
·1.3 

1.4 

1.5 
1.6 

1.7 
1.8 

1.9 
1.1n 
1 .. 11 

APPENDIX E 

Dr. Clayton•s 
Defensible List of Professional Competencies 

Required of Registered Nurses 

Maintains a safe environment. 
Exercises appropriate physical control (e.g., ·restraints). 
Carries out medical asepsi's (e.g., transmission ·control, skin 
prep). · · 

Carries out surgical asepsis (e.g., wound care, gowning and 
gloving). 
Uses proper body mechanics (self-patient). 
Recognizes chang~s in pati~Q~·s condition and intervenes as. 
necessary. 
Prepares and cares for patients undergoing diagn?stic tests. 
Cares for the.surgical patient (pre- and.post-op). 
Checks blood products for·proper identification .. 
Recognizes and reports transfusion reactions. 
Functions in appropriate role in iire/~is~ster procedure~ 

H~gieni c Care . 
2.1 Administers and/or superyi ses oral care. 
2.2 Administers and/or supervises skin care. 
2.3 Administers and/or supervises care of hair, hands and feet. 

Activity and Rest 
.· 3.1 Makes beds (e.g., occupied, unoccupied, surgical)~ 

3.2 · Maintains body alignment (e.g., includes positfoning and use of · 
devices to maintain alignment)~ 

3.3 ·Directs and assists· with ambulation. 
3.4 Directs and assists with transfer activities. 
3.5 . Maintai-ns: imrrioblization (e.g., casts, traction, splints, special 

beds and frames). 
3.6 Maintain~· supports (e.g., slings, bandages, binders). 
3.7 Teaches and supervises use of assistive devices (~~g., cane, 

crutches, walkers, braces). · 
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3.8 Administers, teaches, and superv1ses activities of daily living, . · 
including range of motion. · 

· . Nutrition 
4.1 Assists with feeding. 
4. 2 Performs gastric gavage. · 

. 4.3 Assists in ·maintenance of hyperal imentation. 
4.4 Incorporates diet therapy in care. 

Elimination 
5.1 Inserts, irrigates andremoves tubes (~.g., rectal, urinary, 

levine). 
5.2 Performs continuous and intermittent bladder i-rrigations. 
5.3 Collects specimens (e~g., ·urine, sputum, stool)~ 

5.4 Gives enem~s .. 
5.5 Identifies and removes fecal impaction. 
5.6 Participates in bowel arid bladder retaining. 
5. 7 Performs ostomy care.-
5.8 Anticipates elimination problems and iritervenes ap~ropriately. 

Respiration 
6.1 Positions patient for optimum ventilation. 
6.2 Maintains patient airway. 
6.3 Suctions (e.g., oral, nasal, or via tracheostomy ·or endotracheal 

tubes). 
6.4 Administers resuscitation: 

. a) introduces oropharyngeal airway; 
b) uses Heimlich Maneuver and CPR t~chniques. 

· 6. 5 Cares for tracheostomy (e.g., cuffed and uncuffed). 
6.6 Pos·itions for postural drainage." 
6. 7 Supervises coughing and deep. breathing exe·rc i ses. 

Medications and Specific Therapeutics 
7.1 . Applies heat and cold treatments: 

a) he~t 1 amp 
b). ice cap 
c) ice collar 
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d) hot water bottle 
e) sterile compresses. 
f) cradle 
g) electric hot water pack 
h) moist heat and cold 

7.2 Prepares and administers medications safely for patients of all. 
·ages, as prescribed by the physician so as to maintain asepsis, 
prevent tissue damage and complications which could arise from 
the way in which the meds were prepared and administered. 
a) oral medications 
b) topical medications 
c) parenteral medications (including Piggyback I.V. and 

Secondary I. V. s) 
d) inhalant medications 
e) suppositories 
f) nose, eye and ear drops 
g) instillations 

7.3 Adds medications toi.V.s according to established policy. 
7.4 Administers 02 using prescribed method (~.g., mask, cather, 

cannula). 
7.5 Administers therapeutic baths (e.g., Sitz, alcohol). 
7.6 Assists with common diagnostic and therapeutic procedures (e.g., 

thoracentesis, lumbar puncture or paracentesis). 
7.7 Performs venapuncture for I.V. infusion on a training arm. 

Assessment 
8.1 Measures, monitors, and records: 

a) temperature 
b) pulse 
c) re-s pi rat ion . 
d) blood pressure 
e) weight 
f) body measurement 

8.2 Observes, monitors, and records: 
a} s~in color and temperature 
b) .\ilev.el of consciousness (e.g., orientation, pupil reaction) 
c) , .. ,'Secretions and excretions 
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8.3 

8.4 
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d) · fnt~ke ~nd output 
e) ·res-ults of specified tests 
Recognizes ~nd intervenes in life-threatening situations. 

· I dent i.fi es and·- intervenes in de vi a ti ons from norma 1 behavior. 
\ 

Communication . 

9.1 Initiates and mai.nt~ines individualized-nursing care plan .. 
9·.2 Communicates observations both orally and in writing. 

· 9.3 ·Identifies and interpretes· verbal and non-verbal com11unicatiJons. 
9.4 Utilizes therapeutic communication skills {e.g., interviewing~ 

:healt~ teaching, clarification of information). 
9.5 Interacts constructively with other_members of the health team 

as the client advocate. - · 

9~6 Participates in the referral process to health/social agencies. 

Organization / 

10.1 Plans and gives total· nur~ing care to 4-6 patients. 
10.2 

. 10.3 

10.4 

! 

Participates as a member of the nursing· team; has beginning skills 
in leading a nursing team of 2 or 3 health personnel in the·total 
nursing care of 8~10 patients. · · 
Particip~tes in team conferences; ·has begin~ing ~kills in leading 
team conferences. 
Finds and consistently uses appropriate r~sources. 

·self-Development 
11.1 Demonstrates commitment to self-growth. 

a) . Accepts respo~s-ibil ity for his/her own- behavior. 
b) -Takes responsibilities for continued.lea~ning. ~ 

. c) ·Recognizes and initiates constructive action for his/her~ 
own limitations. · 

11.2 Practices within th~ fra~ework of the professiori•s legal, ethical, 
and organi~ational responsibilities~ 

. , 
.11. 3 Suggests c6nstructi ve changes in the he a 1 th care de 1 i very system _ 

. through appropriate channe 1 s such as:. 
a) nursing service 
b) legislation 
c)_ professional organizatinns 
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Dr. Gloria Clayton 
Savannah Satelli~e . . 
Medical College of Georgia 
Armstrong State College 
Savannah, Georgia 

Dear Doctor Clayton: 

APPENDIX F 

I am a graduate student at the Medical ·college of Georgia, Savannah · · 
Sate 11 i te, engaged in research on nurs i hg competerici es. t~y hope is to 
identify a difference in the competencies of the urban and rural 
practicing registered nurse. 

As a result of your doctoral study in 1978, a 'Defensible List of 
Professional Competencies for Registered Nurses' was developed. · I would· 
like permission-to use this list, plus I would like to add to the 
questionnaire those additional competencies generated by part III of the 
origin a 1 1 i st. 

Thank you very much. · 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara A. Isler, RN, BSN 

BAI/sew 
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'158 r···. fill .. '' ~·-\·urn. ' ,I I.' ~ • • • ' ' - . l' ·. \ 'i' I 

'0 .;.,.'\}.:. ~.. . . 

Mrs. Barbara Isler 

Dear Barbara, 

March 30 ·, 1981 

Medical College of Georgi::1 
. Augusta, Georgia 3090 1 

School of Nursing 
Graduate Satellite-S~vann~1h 

Armstrong State Colle~;~: 
·Savannah, Georgia 3140c 

Please use _this letter as permission to replicate the list 
I prepared as part of my doctoral dissertation. You also.have my 
permission to add to the questionnaire in any way that seems appro
priate for your 01;m. research. I wish you much luck in your research. 
I will be most interested in your results. 

G1·1Cdw 

, 

.•. 

··.i_ 

Sincerely, 

G~oria M. Clayton,R.N. ,Ed.D. 
Assist~nt Professor/.Coordinator 
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APPENDIX H 

. ( 

REPORT -oF SUGGESTIONS RECEIVED ·IN RESPONSE 

TO PART I I I OF QUESTIONNAIRE .. 

·Ask ~or help when needed 
*Take nursing history 

· *Do a nursing as~essment. 
Use a relevant knowledge from other disciplines .. 
Collaborate with other health team personnel. 

- Use research data to improve practice .. 
Conduct research on a daily basis. 

*Assist with blood transfusions. 
Recognize transfu~ion reactions. 
Be familiar-with legal aspects of nursing. 
Be knowledgeable of human sexuality. 
Be av.Jare of community agencies .. · 
Recognize expanding role of the nurse. 

*Do EKG • s. 
Pe·rform simple lab tests. 
Know basic X-ray developing techniques. 
Know basic of bandage applications. 
Anti~ipate needs of unconscious .patient. 
Apply s:urgical asepsis in the care of wounds. 

.. 

Set priorities for patients 1 needs when c~ring for group of patients~ 
Be-empathetic. 
Understand human nature. 
Use- common sense. 
Anticipate Qeeds of the patients• families. 
Make patient feel you enjoy caring for him. 

~Conduct discharge planning. 
Conduct patient and family teaching. 
Know about continued ~ducation requirements. -
Take an acurate ·data base. 
Know how to improvise. 
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· Know about application of telemetry. 
*Take off physician•s orders. 
Recognize physician-'s errors and know appropriate methods of dealing ·with 

· and preventing them . 
. Skillfully evaluate degree of cervical dilation in ·o.B. patients. 
*Take fetal heart tones. 

Have good pediatri~ experience. 
Know how to care for dying patient and his family. 
Identify side effects of medications. 
Demonstrate ability to· motivate one•s self and others. 
Recognize client as a whole being. 
Document concisely and accurately all patient teachi'ng, current health 

status and· nursing interventions~ 

Assist in physical examinations. 
Know growth ·and development. 
Intervene in psycho-social ~risis. 
Know more specific procedure?. 
Be familiar with patients• rights. 
Be herself on the level of the patient. 
Keep emotions separate fr~m patient care. 
Implement professional ethics. 
Meet emotional n·eeds of patients. 
Have a caring attitude~ 
Have pride in nursing·profession. 
Be able to set up Intensive Care Units. 
Be able to negotiate for better salaries and workin~_conditions. 
Hav~ respect for physician~ as leaders of health team. 
Recognize nursing as an autonomo~s profession. 
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APPENDIX I 

INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR . 

·NURSING COMPETENCY QUESTIONNAIRE 

··You are being asked to take part in a professional nursing study. All 

data on this questionnaire ·is confidential and will be used for research 
' ' 

purposes only. Please, no name, as only the hospital designat~on of 

urban or rural is necessary .. If you prefer not to participate, please 

return this questionnaire to your nursing direct6r so she can find 

another registered nurse to participate in the study. 

This questionnaire is the initial .step in obtaining data to identify if· 

a difference in competencies exist between the registe~ed nurse in a 

urban versus rural. hospital setting. Competency is. defined as cognitive 

and/or psychomotor skills derived from a specific nursing ro.le necessary 

for.the practice of nursing .. This questionnaire. is divided into three 

parts, descriptive data, skills and suggested ~kills and is designed 1or 

rapid completion .. 

Thank you for taking time from your schedule· to identify those compe

tencies needed in you·r day to day. practice. ·On goi.ng assessment ·of nursing 

competencies is needed todetermine relevance of nursing education to 

.. _______ -----meeting consumer demands, employer· demands and up grading nursing. 

practice. 
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PART I · 

This section is intended to provide descriptive data about the study 
participants. Again, please be assured that al,l information concerning 
single particip~nts will remain confidential·. Report~ of this section 

· w1ll be identified only by categories. For example, 'a report may indicate 
that the nurses responding who were in the age group 26-30 responded etc. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE. CATEGORY .. 

Sex ( 2) Fema 1 e _ 

Age 

( 1) ~~a 1 e 

(1) 20-25 

(5) 51-60 

(2) 26-30 (3) 31-40 ( 4) 41-50 

Highest degree held_ 

(4) Baccalaur~ate 
in other field 

~( 6) Over 60 

(1) Diploma 

(5) Master•s 
in Nursing 

(2) A.D. (3) B.S.N. 

(6) Master•s (7) Doctorate 
· in other field 

Basic educational- Pre~aration · . ( 1) Dip 1 oma (2) A.D. (3) B.S.N. 

Present hospital location ( 1) Rural (2) Urban 

Number of years at present location (1) l·or less 

(3) ·7-10 (4) 10 or more 

( 2) 2-4 

1.. Type of position 

(l) Administrator or assistant (2) Supervisor or assistant. 

(3) Head· nurse or assistant · · ( 4) Staff or genera 1 duty 

(5) Clinical Speciali~t ( 6) ~Other (Please specify be 1 ow) 

8. Areas of cu~rent practice 

(1) Med-ical (2) Surgical (3) Pedi_atrj(cs 

·( 5) Speci a 1 ~care unit ( 6) f.1edi ca ~ /Surgica·l 

(8) Other (Please specify below) 

(~) Obstetrics 

·(7) Genefal Care 
'(#1-5) 

9. · . Area of current practice requires _supervs ton of ( Ci rc 1 e ·one or more) 

(1) Aides (2) LPN•s (3) R.N.'s (4) · 'Patients · 
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PART II. 

DiRECTIONS.· Listed below are c.ompetencies or skills which may be necessary 

for the practice Qf nursing in your particular··setting. Please check Yes 

for each ski 11 which you determine _!i a necessary skill and No for each 

sk.ill you determine IS NOT a necessary skill. 

Yes No 

-· 

-·-· 

COMPETENCIES 

1. .Safety· 

1.1 Maintains a safe environment. 

1~2 

1.3 

1.4 

. 1. 5. 

1.6 

1.7 

1. 8 . 

1.8a 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

Exercises appropriate--physical control (e.g., restraint~) .. 
. . . 

CArries out medical asepsis· (e.g., _transmission control, 
skin prep).· · 

. . 

Carries out surgical asepsis (e.g·., wound.care,· gowning 
and g·l ovi ng). 

Uses proper body mechanics. (self patient) . 

Recognizes change~ in patient•s conditioR and int~rvenes 
·as necessary. 

Prepares and cares·for p~tients undergoing diagnostic. 
tests. · 

,Cares for the adult surgical patient (pre- and post-op). 

. Cares for the chi 1 d s~rg1 ca 1 patient (pre- and post--op). · 

Checks b load products. for proper identi fi cation .. 

Recognizes and reports. transfusion reactions. 

Functions in appropriate role· in fi·re/disaster procedure. 

2. Hyg.i eni c Care 

2.1 Administers oral care~ 

2.1a Supervises oral .care 
2.2 Administers skin care. 

2;2a Supervises skin ca~e. 

2.3 Administers care of hair, hands ·.:a~ feet. 

2~3a Supervises care of hair,· hands and feet. 

3. Activity and Rest 
3.1 Makes ·beds (e.g.,· occupied,. unQtt:up·ied, surgical) . 

. (. 
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Maintains:: body alignment (e.g., includes positioning and 
use of devices to ma~nt~in alignment) ... 

3.3 Difects and assists with ambulation.: 

3.4 Directs and assists with transfer activities. 

3.5 Maintains immobiliza/tion (e.g., casts, traction, splints, 
special beds·and frames). 

3.6 Maintains .. · supports (e.g., slings, bandages, binders) .. 

3.7 Teaches and supervises use of assistive devices (e.g., 
cane, crutches, walkers, braces). 

3.8 Administers, teaches, and supervises activities of daily 
living, including range of motion., · 

4. Nutrition 

4~1 Assists with tube feedings. 

4~2 Assists with feedings. 

4.3 Performs gastric gavage. 

·4.4 Assists in maintenance of hyperalimentation. 

4.5 Incorporates diet therapy in care. 

5. Eliminati6ri 

5.1 Inserts, irrigates and rem9ves tubes, fe' .. g~, rectal, 
urinary, levine). 

5. 2 Performs continuous and i ntermi ttenit ·b.Tadder i rri gati.ons. 
5.3 Collects specimens. (e.g., urine, s~plllt.um:, stool). 

· 5. 4 Gives enemas. 

5.5 Identifies and removes fecal impactiton 

5. 6 Participates in bm-Je 1 and b 1 adder \re:tra in i ng. · 

5. 7 Performs ostomy care. · 

5.8 Anticipates elimination problems a;m:di fntervenes 
app_ropri ately .. 

. ~_-C- . .Res pi ration. . 

~ 6.1 Positions patient tor optimum v.entiil!ati.o.n. 

6.2 Maintains_., patient afrway. 

6. 3 Suctions (e.g. , ora 1 , nasa 1 , or .v,iim tracheostomy· or 
endotrachea 1 tubes). . . · 

6.4 · JAdministers resuscitation: 

a) introduce oropharyngea 1 airway .. 

b) Uses Heimlich Meaneuver·and CP.R tte~hniques. 

.. 
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6.5 
6.6 
6.7 
6.8 . 
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Cares for tracheostomy (e.g> .. ,. cuffed and uncuffed). 

Cares for- chest tubes. 

Positions for postural drainage. 

Sup.ervi ses -coughing . and deep breathing- exerc;i ses. 

7. Medications and Specific Therapeutics 

_7.1 Applies heat and cold ·treat~ents: 

a) heat lamp 

b). ice cap 

c) ice collar 

d) hot water bottle 

e) sterile compresses 

f) cradle 

g) electric hot water pack 

h) moist heat and cold 
7. 2 . Pr.epares and adminfsters .medi cat1ons safel'y for patients 

of a 11 ages, ·as prescribed by the physician so .as_ to 
maintain asepsi~, prevent .tissue damage and-complications . 
. which. cou 1 d. arise from the way ·; n which the meds were · 
prepared and-administered. · 

7.3 
7. 3a · 
7.4 

7.5 

7.6 
7.7 

a) oral medications 

b) topi~al medications 

~) ~arent~ral meditations- (inclu~ing Piggyback- I~V. and 
Secondary I . V . s ) : · 

d) inhal-ant medicatioris 

e) supposit6ries 
f) nose, .eye and ear drops·, 

·g) instill~tions-

Adds medi cati ads to l ~ V ~ s accordi_ng to estab 1 i shed policy. 

Administers- blood-
Administers· 0? using prescribed method (e.g_~, mask, 
catheter, cannula): 
Utilizes o2 analyzer to correctly determine 02 concen
tration in Isolette or neonatal environment. 

Administers therap~utic baths (e.g.~ Siti,_alcohol). 
.Assists with conimon diagnostic .and thera.peutic procedures_·· 

(e.g. , . thoracentesis, 1 umbar puncture .or. paracentesis). 
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7. 8 Performs venapunctu re far ·I. V. infusion. 
7. 9 . Performs EKG • s · 

· 7.10 Applies and uses telemetry. 
7.11 Does pre-op teachi~g. 

Assessment 
8.1 Measures, monitors, and records: 

a) temperature 
b) pulse 
c} respiration 
d) blood pressure 
e) weight 
f) body movement 
g) fetal heart tones 

8.2 Observes, monitors, and -records: 
a) skin color and t~mperature 
b) level of consci_ousness ·(e.g.; orientation, pupil 

reaction). 
c) · secretions and excretions 

. d) intake and output 
e) results of specified tests 

. f) • cervical dilitatioh and effacement· 
8.3 Recognizes and intervenes in life-threatening situations. 
8.4 Identifies and intervenes in deviatinns from nbrmal 

behavior. · 
8.5 Takes a nursing history-assessment 

. 9. Communications 
9.1 Initiates and maintaines. individualized nursing care plan. 
9.1a Takes physician orders _off. 
9.2 Communicates observations both orally and. in writing. 
9. 3 I denti fi es and interprets v·erba 1 and non-verba 1 

. communication. 
9.4 Utilizes therapeutic communication skills (e.g., 

interviewing, health teaching, clarification of 
.; nformati on). 

9.5 Interacts constructiv~ly with other members of the health · 
team as the client advocate. 
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9.7 
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Participates in the referral process. to health/social 
agencies. 
Collabarates with other health team personnel. 

10. Organization 
10.1 Plans and gives total nursing care.to 4-6 patients. 
10.1a. Plans and gives care for group of patients larger tha.n 6. 
10.2 Participates ·as a member of the nursing team; has 

beginning skills in leading a nursing team of 2 or 3 
health personnel in the total nursing care of 8-10 

-patients. 
10.2a 10 or more patients. 

· 10~3 Participates in team conferences; has b~ginning skills in· 
leading ·team conferences. 

10.4 · Finds and consistently uses appropriate resources. 
10.4a.Conducts ~ischarge planning~ 

11. Self-Development 
11.1 Demonstrates commitment-to self-growth~ 

a) ·Accepts· responsibility-for his/he·r own behavior.· 
b) Takes respon~ibilities for continued learning· .. 
c) Recognizes and initiates constructive· action for 

his/her_own limitations. 
11.2 Pra2tices within the framework of the- profession•s legal,. 

ethical and org~nizational ~esponsibiliti~s. 

11.3 Suggests constructive ·changes in the health care· delivery 
system through appropriate thannels such as: 
a) nursing service 
b) 1 egis 1 at ion_. 

c) .. profession a 1 organizations 

PART,III 

DIRECTIONS. The above list of competencies may not include all the skills 
you believe are necessary for your area of practice. In the space. 
provided, please include any other skills you believe should be included. 
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REPORT OF QUESTIONNAIRE PART III 
SUGGESTIONS FROM URBAN NURSES. 

-_Below are listed as ·received, .a list of competencies not -included in 

the questionnaire: 

I Care of patient on respirator 
c. Care of patient with craniotomy 
1 Helping _patient cope with total paralysis
• Tong .. care . .-
o Sk.i 11 s to 1 i sten and -communicate 

. . . . 

• Defibrillation and synchronized cardiovers:ion during 
emergency situation · 

1 Human relations skills 
· e·. Complications of pregnancy - recognition o:·t' signs- ·and 

symptoms 
1 · Pacemaker-care 
1 Na i ntenance of centra 1 ·venous pressure liims~ 

·• Maint~nance of artertal lines 
o Swan Granny catheter 
• Teaching skills 
1 Using AV equipme~t 
• Management skills: 

.•. abi 1 i ty to ·identify appropriate nurse 1rmtti~o 

... ability to prepare schedules. . . . 

... ability to prepare disciplinary documentt.from beginning 
·incident to disch~rge or termination · 

... ability to identify needs of staff on ,·a ~roup or individual 
level 

... ability to give constru.ctive criticism 

... ability to problem solve 
• Supervising and monitoring peritoneal d_ial;u$i.s 
• Meeting emotional and psychological needs 
·1 Utilize Ohio bed With abdom.inal heating .prrrlb)lie.: 

1 Administer ~hemotherapy 
.I Arterial punctures 
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URBAN NURSE SUGGESTIONS ·(Continued) 

e Draw blood, arterial and venous; from indwelling arterial 
catheters 

o Primary care skills 
1 Team leadership 
o Recognition of bladder distension . 
o. Infant airways 
o Aborting patient manag.ement. 
• Assist hyperflexia · 
e. Checks Fundus and Lochia 
1 Re~oval of endotracheal tubes · 
o Monitoring protective reflexes 
o M;A.I. respirators 
• Recognizing arrhythmias 
1 ·cardiac monit6ring 
• Supporting parents of sick. child 
o Pressure monitors· .. 
1 Hemodialysis 
o Hyperalimentation 
1 Subc 1 a vi an l_i ne. maintenance 
o Chest tubes 
o Physical assessment 
o Traction, casts 
o -Give Dextrostix and Hemocrit tests 
• Maintain Herparin Locks 
1 IV push drugs 
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REPORT OF QUESTIO~NAIRE PART III 
SUGGESTIONS FROM RURAL NURSES 

Below are, listed as received, some of those competencies not in~luded 

·;n the questionnaire: 

·• ·Perform quality assurance 
e Cardiac monitoring· 

· 1 Versati 1 i ty 
o Skills in-triage 
e Recovery room skills 
e Temporary pharmacist skills- drug filling 
1 Rape assessment 
G Skill in dealing with media 
1 Crisis recognition 

· e Skills to deal with law enforcement 
c Draw blood alcohols 
1 Asceptic techniques for unsterile ~eliveries 
o Care plan coordination 
e Skin preps 
1 Giving anesthetic agents 
Q Nursery skills 
t Neonatal special care skills 
1 Skills in reading laboratory results 
o Management and caring for- forty-five patients 
• Multicare skills 
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